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Abstract. For any rigid space over a perfectoid extension of Qp that admits a liftable smooth
formal model, we construct an isomorphism between the moduli stacks of Hitchin-small Higgs
bundles and Hitchin-small v-vector bundles. This constitutes a moduli-theoretic improvement
of the small p-adic Simpson correspondence of Faltings, Abbes–Gros, Tsuji and Wang. Our
construction is based on the Hodge–Tate stack of Bhatt–Lurie. We also prove an analogous
correspondence in the arithmetic setting of rigid spaces of good reduction over p-adic fields.

1. Introduction

1.1. The p-adic Simpson correspondence. Let K be a complete algebraically closed extension
of Qp. Let X be a smooth rigid space over K. Let Xv be the v-site of X as defined in [24].
Reinterpreted in terms of Scholze’s perfectoid foundations for p-adic Hodge theory, the p-adic
Simpson correspondence, pioneered independently by Deninger–Werner [8] and Faltings [9], aims
to relate the category of vector bundles on Xv to the category of Higgs bundles on X . Here v-vector
bundles replace Faltings’ “generalised representations” in the rigid analytic setting.

More precisely, the p-adic Simpson correspondence comes in two different flavours: When X is
assumed to be proper, there exists an equivalence of categories, depending on certain choices,

(1) {Higgs bundles on X} ∼−→ {v-vector bundles on X}.

Faltings constructed this for curves in [9], and the general case has recently been shown in [15].
Second, there is also a p-adic Simpson correspondence for not necessarily proper X , but for this

one needs to restrict to “small” objects on either side. Here a v-vector bundle, respectively a Higgs
bundle, is called “small” if it locally admits an integral model whose reduction is trivial modulo pα
for a certain α ∈ R (see Definition 3.1 for a precise definition). This is inherently a statement about
integral structures, and we therefore need to make additional assumptions on integral models: If X
is any rigid space of good reduction, Wang [30] has shown that there is an equivalence of categories

(2) {small Higgs bundles on X} ∼−→ {small v-vector bundles on X}.

Wang’s functor is based on an earlier construction of Liu–Zhu [18]. The first instance of such a
“small” p-adic Simpson correspondence had previously been constructed by Faltings [9] for semi-
stable p-adic schemes, then further developed by Abbes–Gros and Tsuji [1]. We note that Faltings
used a version of (2) to deduce (1). But we now think of (1) and (2) as two logically independent
statements which are both of interest in their own right, as they apply in different situations.

We refer to the appendix for an overview of various instances of p-adic Simpson correspondences.

1.2. The small p-adic Simpson correspondence in terms of moduli spaces. The first goal
of this article is to use our approach via Hodge–Tate stacks from [3] to construct a new relative
version of the small p-adic Simpson correspondence that improves (2) in various ways (see §1.4.1).
We use this to realise the small p-adic Simpson correspondence as an isomorphism of moduli spaces:

Theorem 1.1 (Corollary 3.25). Let K be any perfectoid field over Qp and let X be a smooth
formal scheme over OK . Let X be the adic generic fibre of X. Let n ∈ N. Then any lift X̃ of X
to A2 := W (OK[)/(ker θ)2 induces an equivalence of small v-stacks

SX̃ : H iggsH-sm
n

∼−→ vBunH-sm
n

between the stacks of Hitchin-small Higgs bundles, respectively v-vector bundles, of rank n on X .

In fact, we allow lifts of X to larger rings A2(x) ⊆ B+
dR/ξ

2 at the expense of a stronger smallness
condition. This has the advantage that A2(x)-lifts always exist for example when X is proper.

We now explain the statement of Theorem 1.1 in more detail: Recently, [14] has introduced
analytic moduli spaces for both sides of the p-adic Simpson correspondence. Namely, working in
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the setting of Scholze’s v-stacks [24], for n ∈ N, we define functors

H iggsn : PerfK → Groupoids, S 7→ {Higgs bundles on X × S of rank n},
vBunn : PerfK → Groupoids, S 7→ {v-vector bundles on X × S of rank n}.

These are small v-stacks on the categories of analytic affinoid perfectoid spaces S over K [14,
Thm 7.18]. They are equipped with natural Hitchin fibrations: Indeed, there are natural morphisms

H iggsn An vBunn
H H̃

of small v-stacks. Here An is the Hitchin base of rank n, which is the v-sheaf defined by

An : PerfK → Sets, S 7→
n⊕
k=1

H0(X × S, Symk(Ω1
X (−1))).

We can now explain our notion of “smallness”: We first define the Hitchin-small locus AH-sm
n ⊆ An

AH-sm
n : PerfK → Sets, S = Spa(R,R+) 7→

n⊕
k=1

p<
k
p−1 ·H0(X × Spf(R+),Symk(Ω1

X{−1})).

Here p<
k
p−1 := {x ∈ OK s.t. |x| < |p|

k
p−1 } and {−1} is a Breuil–Kisin–Fargues twist (see below).

If X is proper, then An is represented by an affine rigid group, and AH-sm
n is then represented

by an open subgroup of An. For general X, they still make sense as v-sheaves.
We now define a Higgs bundle on X × S to be Hitchin-small if its image under the Hitchin

fibration H lands in AH-sm
n (S), and similarly for v-vector bundles. We thus set

H iggsH-sm
n := H iggsn ×An AH-sm

n , vBunH-sm
n := vBunn ×An AH-sm

n .

This explains the objects appearing in Theorem 1.1. We will moreover show that the equivalence
SX̃ from Theorem 1.1 commutes with the Hitchin fibrations on both sides.

1.3. The small p-adic Simpson correspondence in the relative case. To construct the
isomorphism SX̃ , we can in fact work in a more general setting: Let X be any p-adic formal
scheme that is smooth over a perfectoid p-adic formal scheme Spf(R). Let Ω1

X := Ω1
X|R be the

sheaf of p-completed Kähler differentials. Let (A, I) be the perfect prism associated with R, i.e.,
A/I ∼= R. For any R-module M , we denote by M{1} the Breuil–Kisin–Fargues twist M ⊗R I/I2.
As usual, one also defines M{−1} := M ⊗R Hom(R{1}, R). Let X be the adic generic fibre of X.
There is in this setting a good notion of Higgs bundles on X defined using the sheaf Ω1

X{−1}. In
[3], we have used the Hodge–Tate stack XHTof Bhatt–Lurie [5] to construct a fully faithful functor

SX̃ : {Hitchin-small Higgs bundles on X} ↪→ {v-vector bundles on X},

natural in X̃. The remaining work towards Theorem 1.1 lies in describing the essential image:

Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 3.20). The essential image of SX̃ is given by the category of Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles, i.e. we have an equivalence of categories, natural in X ,

SX̃ :

{
Hitchin-small

Higgs modules on X

}
∼−→
{

Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles on X

}
.

This implies Theorem 1.1. We note that the derived construction of [3] immediately shows that
SX̃ also identifies v-cohomology on the right with Dolbeault cohomology on the left.

As an easy special case of Theorem 1.2, we can deduce the first non-trivial example of an
isomorphism between the full moduli stacks, namely when X = PmOK for some m ∈ N:

Corollary 1.3. Let X = PmOK , then for any n ∈ N, there is a canonical equivalence of v-stacks

S : H iggsn
∼−→ vBunn.

This is a non-trivial statement as there are Higgs bundles with non-vanishing Higgs field on
PmOK . But we caution that we cannot expect to have such an equivalence for general X, see below.

1.4. Relation to other works on the p-adic Simpson correspondence.
1. Theorem 1.2 is a generalisation of Wang’s small p-adic Simpson correspondence (2), which

is the main result of [30]. Our result is more general in four different ways:
(a) We work in a relative situation of smooth families over a perfectoid base.
(b) Our notion of smallness is more general. For example, it also encompasses the local

systems treated by Liu–Zhu [18], at least when X has good reduction.
(c) We allow a more general class of lifts of X to subrings of B+

dR/ξ
2. For example, this

means that we can remove the “liftable” condition of [30] for proper X.
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(d) We prove a more general functoriality statement by explaining Faltings’ notion of
“twisted pullback” in terms of the Hodge–Tate stack in §4.

While the strategies are different, Wang’s functor can be compared to ours, see [3, §7].
2. When R = OK and K is the completion of an algebraic closure of a discretely valued

extension of Qp with perfect residue field, then Theorem 1.2 is closely related to the
global p-adic Simpson correspondence for small objects of Faltings [9], hence also to the
constructions by Abbes–Gros and Tsuji [1][29] which it inspired (up to different technical
foundations, e.g. these authors work in an algebraic setup, whereas we work in the rigid
analytic setting). While there are some conceptual similarities in this case, especially to
Tsuji’s construction (we refer to [3, §1.6] for more details on these), a key new idea is to
use the Hitchin fibration H̃ to describe the essential image in v-vector bundles.

We note that the above works can more generally deal with semi-stable X. The reason
we restrict our attention to smooth X is that the geometry of the Hodge–Tate stack is
currently only understood in this case.

3. Faltings also proves a third instance of a p-adic Simpson correspondence, induced by a
toric chart. This “local p-adic Simpson correspondence” is more basic than (2) in that it
imposes further conditions on X , e.g. it has to be affine. But it can in fact deal with a
stronger smallness condition than the global correspondence. In §3.1, we give a comparison
of Theorem 1.2 to the local correspondence in the case when X is toric.

4. To understand our “Hitchin smallness” condition, it is helpful to consider the case of rank
n = 1: Following [13], the correspondence (2) is then explained by the left-exact sequence

0→ Picét(X )→ Picv(X )
HTlog−−−−→ H0(X ,Ω1(−1))

If X is proper, this is right-exact, and a splitting yields (1). But for general X , it is no longer
right-exact, only split over an integral sublattice of H0(X ,Ω1(−1)), see [13, §5]. This is
reflected by our notion of Hitchin-smallness: HTlog is the K-points of the Hitchin fibration
H̃ for n = 1. Using this, one can see at the example of elliptic curves with supersingular
reduction that the condition on Hitchin-smallness is optimal in general. We therefore think
of Theorem 1.2 as being “optimal” except for the good reduction assumption.

5. The isomorphism of small moduli spaces Theorem 1.1 has previously only been constructed
in two special cases: In [14], there is a relative version of the “local correspondence” (see 3.)
in terms of toric charts. Second, the case of Theorem 1.1 of rank n = 1 has been treated
in [12]. This case also shows that in the setup of (1), it is no longer true that the moduli
spaces H iggsn and vBunv,n are isomorphic if one drops the smallness condition. Instead,
one can hope for a comparison up to a twist by a certain moduli space of exponentials. In
[16], such a “twisted isomorphism of moduli stacks” between H iggsn and vBunv,n will be
constructed in higher rank when X is a smooth projective curve. From this perspective,
the geometric situation for the moduli spaces in the small case (2) is in some sense better
than that in the proper case (1), as we can obtain an actual equivalence of moduli spaces.

1.5. The arithmetic case. The second topic of this article is a new description of v-vector bundles
in an arithmetic setup: Let now X be a smooth p-adic formal scheme over the ring of integers OK
of a p-adic field K. Let C be the completion of an algebraic closure of K. Choose a uniformizer
π ∈ OK and let E be its characteristic polynomial over the maximal unramified subfield of K. Let
e := E′(π), then the different ideal of OK is δOK |Zp = (e). Let X be the adic generic fibre of X.
In this setting, Min–Wang have constructed a fully faithful functor [21, FS in Thm 1.1]

Sπ : {Hitchin-small Higgs–Sen modules on X} ↪→ {v-vector bundles on X}
which we have reinterpreted in [3] in terms of the Hodge–Tate stack XHT of X. Here we define:

Definition 1.4. A Higgs–Sen bundle (called an “enhanced Higgs bundle” in [21]) on X is a triple
(N, θN , φN ) consisting of

(1) a vector bundle N on X ,
(2) a topologically nilpotent Higgs field θN : N → N ⊗OX Ω1

X|K{−1},
(3) an OX -linear endomorphism φN : N → N making the following diagram commute:

N N ⊗OX Ω1
X|K{−1}

N N ⊗OX Ω1
X|K{−1}θN

θN

φN⊗1−e·idφN

A Higgs–Sen bundle (N, θN , φN ) is called Hitchin-small if the eigenvalues of φN are in Z+e−1 ·mK .
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The {−1} indicates the Breuil-Kisin twist by the invertible OK-module OK{−1} defined as the
pullback along Spf(OK) → Spf(OK)HT of the natural bundle OSpf(OK)HT{−1} from [4, Exam-
ple 3.5.2]. We can always use our chosen uniformiser π ∈ OK to trivialise this twist and thus
ignore {−1} in the above. But it is better to keep it, for example to explain the naturality in K.
In particular, it has a non-trivial effect on the Galois action when passing to extensions of K.

The second main result of this article is a description of the essential image of Sπ. For this we
use that v-vector bundles on Spa(K) are equivalent to semi-linear p-adic Galois representations of
Gal(C|K) on finite dimensional C-vector spaces. Thus v-vector bundles on X can be interpreted
as rigid analytic families of p-adic Galois representations. Taking this perspective, we define:

Definition 1.5. A v-vector bundle V on X is called Hitchin-small if for every point Spa(L)→ X
valued in a finite extension L|K, the Galois representation Vx is “nearly Hodge–Tate” in the sense
of Gao [11], i.e. the Hodge–Tate–Sen weights of Vx are in Z + δ−1

OL/Zp ·mL.

Theorem 1.6 (Theorem 5.17). (1) The essential image of the functor Sπ is given by the
Hitchin-small v-vector bundles, i.e. we have an equivalence of categories, natural in X,

Sπ :

{
Hitchin-small

Higgs–Sen bundles on X

}
∼−→
{

Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles on X

}
.

(2) Every v-vector bundle on X becomes Hitchin-small after a finite extension of K.

By analogy to §1.2, the name “Hitchin-small” is motivated by the idea that the map

{Higgs–Sen bundles on X of rank n} → An(X ), (N, θN , φN ) 7→ χ(φ),

sending a Higgs–Sen bundle to the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the Sen operator,
is the correct analogue of the Hitchin fibration in the arithmetic setting. Then a Higgs–Sen module
on X is Hitchin-small if and only if it is sent into a certain integral sublattice of An(X ) = O(X )n.
We note that the condition (3) in Definition 1.4 forces θN to be nilpotent, so that the usual Hitchin
fibration in terms of θN is trivial. In other words, only φN has non-trivial spectral information.

In [3], we had constructed Sπ using a canonical pullback morphism Bun(XHT,O[ 1
p ])→ Bun(Xv).

Using [3, Thm 6.37], we can now deduce from Theorem 1.6.(1) that its essential image consists
precisely of the Hitchin-small objects. From Theorem 1.6.(2) we therefore now obtain:

Corollary 1.7. There is an equivalence of categories

2- lim−→L|K Bun([XHT
OL /Gal(L|K)],O[ 1

p ])→ Bun(Xv)

where L|K runs through the finite Galois extensions of K inside K.

Conceptually, this means that we can think of the inverse limit of [XHT
OL /Gal(L|K)] over L|K

as being a geometric object whose analytic vector bundles correspond to v-vector bundles on X .

1.6. Relation to other works in the arithmetic case.
(1) The first p-adic Simpson functor in the arithmetic situation has been constructed by Tsuji

[29, §15]: In an algebraic setting of certain log schemes over OK , Tsuji constructs a fully
faithful functor which (reinterpreted in the perfectoid language of this article) goes from
v-vector bundles V on X to Gal(C|K)-equivariant nilpotent Higgs bundles on XC [29,
Thm 15.1]. We give a rigid-analytic variant of this construction as an intermediate step
towards Theorem 1.6. Namely, S−1

π (V ) can be described by forming the morphism of Sen
modules associated to the Galois action on the Higgs field. From this perspective, the main
differences to our work in this case are that we deal more generally with the rigid-analytic
setting (albeit with a good reduction assumption), and the description of the essential
image of Sπ in terms of Hitchin-smallness is a new contribution.

(2) In the rigid analytic setting, the functor Sπ has previously been described by Min–Wang
[21], but they left open the description of the essential image [21, Remark 7.25]. Their
approach via prismatic crystals is closely related to earlier work of Tian [28].

(3) When L is a Zp-local system on X , then V = L ⊗ O is a v-vector bundle on X . In this
special case, the functor Sπ is closely related to the well-known p-adic Simpson functor of
Liu–Zhu [18, §2] (here the setup is slightly different: there is no good reduction assumption,
but X has an arithmetic model). More precisely, the base-change to XC of the underlying
Higgs bundle of S−1

π (V ) is the nilpotent Higgs bundle associated to L by Liu–Zhu.
(4) Inspired by the work of Liu–Zhu, the Sen operator associated to L in this rigid analytic

setting has recently been constructed by Shimizu [26, §2] and Petrov [22, §3].
From this perspective, (up to technical differences in the setups) we generalize these

functors from Zp-local systems to arbitrary v-vector bundles, leading to an equivalence.
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(5) In the special case of X = Spf(OK), Theorem 1.6 is a statement about Sen theory [25]:
Higgs–Sen modules are then precisely the classical Sen modules. In this case, the ap-
proach via prismatic crystals has previously been studied by Min–Wang [19] and Gao
[11, Thm 1.1.5], who was the first to describe the essential image of prismatic crystals in
v-vector bundles on Spa(K)v in terms of the “nearly Hodge–Tate” condition. In [2], we
studied the case of X = Spf(OK) via XHT, and Corollary 1.7 generalises [2, Thm 1.2].

From this perspective, we can regard our results in the arithmetic case as a generalisation
of these results for Spa(OK) to analytic families of semi-linear Gal(C|K)-representations.

To the best of our knowledge, beyond the base case X = Spf(OK), Theorem 1.6 is the first
instance of a p-adic Simpson correspondence in the arithmetic setting over K, relating v-vector
bundles to purely linear algebraic data in terms of an equivalence of categories.
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Rodríguez Camargo, Peter Scholze, Yupeng Wang, Annette Werner, Matti Würthen and Bogdan
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The second author was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Re-
search Foundation) – Project-ID 444845124 – TRR 326.

Notations. We will use the following notations.
(1) p is a prime.
(2) Let Zcycl

p := Zp[ζp∞ ]∧p and Qcycl
p := Zcycl

p [ 1
p ] the cyclotomic perfectoid field. We fix a

primitive p-th root of unity ζp ∈ Zcycl
p and write ω := (ζp − 1)−1 ∈ Qcycl

p .
(3) If R0 → R is a morphism of p-complete rings, we will denote by Ω1

R|R0
the p-completion

of the module of differential forms of R over R0. This construction glues to define, for any
morphism X → X0 of p-adic formal schemes, the sheaf Ω1

X|X0
of p-completed differential

forms of X over X0. Its OX -linear dual, the tangent sheaf, is denoted by TX|X0
. The same

notation will be used for adic spaces.
(4) If X is a p-adic formal scheme, we denote by X� (resp. XHT) the Cartier–Witt stack of X

(resp. the Hodge–Tate locus in the Cartier–Witt stack of X, or simply Hodge–Tate stack
of X), which is denoted WCartX (resp. WCartHT

X ) in [5, Definition 3.1, Construction 3.7]).

2. Recollections on p-adic Simpson functors via the Hodge–Tate stack

This article is based on our earlier work [3] about the geometry of the Hodge–Tate stack of
Bhatt–Lurie [4][5]. However, we will not need to analyse the Hodge–Tate stack in this work:
Instead, we only rely on the resulting constructions of [3], which we shall now recall.

We begin by making precise the two different technical setups:

Setup 2.1 (geometric Setup). Let S be a p-torsionfree p-adic perfectoid ring. We assume that S
contains a p-th unit root ζp. Let (A, I) be the perfect prism associated to S. We set A2 := A/I2.

Let X be a p-adic formal scheme that is smooth over S. We denote by X the adic generic fibre
of X, an analytic adic space over the affinoid perfectoid space Spa(S[ 1

p ], S).

We note that X is a sheafy analytic adic space. Indeed, it is a smoothoid adic space in the sense
of [14, §2], and we refer to there for some basic technical properties, especially [14, Lemma 2.6].

Setup 2.2 (arithmetic Setup). Let K be a p-adic field, by this we mean a discretely valued non-
archimedean field extension of Qp with perfect residue field. Let OK be the ring of integers and
fix a uniformiser π. Let C be the completion of an algebraic closure of K.

Let X be a p-adic formal scheme that is smooth over Spf(OK). Let X be its adic generic fibre.

We note that we can pass from Setup 2.2 to Setup 2.1 by sending X to the base-change XOC .

The central object of [3] which we use to organise the p-adic Simpson correspondence is the
Hodge–Tate stack of Bhatt–Lurie [5, Construction 3.7]: Given any bounded p-adic formal scheme
X, this is a functor XHT fibred in groupoids on the category of p-nilpotent rings, defined in terms
of “generalized Cartier–Witt divisors”. Instead of recalling the precise definition, which we will
never need in this article, we now instead recall the key properties of XHT which we used in [3] in
order to define p-adic Simpson functors:

The functor XHT is a stack for the fpqc-topology on p-nilpotent rings, and the association
X 7→ XHT is functorial. There is a canonical morphism XHT → X which is natural in X. When
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X is perfectoid, this map is an isomorphism. In [3, Thm 1.2], we used this to show that there is a
canonical functor

α∗X : Perf(XHT,O[ 1
p ])→ Perf(Xv)

from the category of perfect complexes over the rational structure sheaf O[ 1
p ] = O⊗Zp Qp on XHT

to perfect complexes on Xv. (In fact, in [3] there is for technical reasons a running assumption that
X is qcqs, but the general case follows immediately from gluing, by naturality.) When X is as in
Setup 2.1 or Setup 2.2, we showed that this functor is fully faithful [3, Thm 1.2]. In particular, it
restricts to a fully faithful functor

(3) α∗X : Bun(XHT,O[ 1
p ])→ Bun(Xv).

Here and in the following, for any ringed site (C,O), we denote by Bun(C,O) the category of
locally free O-modules of finite rank on C, and we drop O if it is clear from the context. Thus
Bun(Xv) = Bun(Xv,OXv ) is the category of v-vector bundles on X .

2.1. The local p-adic Simpson functor in the geometric setup. Let now X and S be as in
Setup 2.1. Then the natural map XHT → X is a gerbe banded by T ]X{1}: Here TX{1} → X is the
tangent bundle of X twisted by a Breuil-Kisin twist − ⊗A/I I/I2, and T ]X{1} → X is the formal
group scheme defined as the PD-completion of TX{1} at the identity section. Assume now first
that there exists a splitting

s : X → XHT.

Such a splitting s is induced by the datum of a prismatic lift of X. For example, we will explain in
§3.1 that a prismatic lift and hence a splitting is induced by a toric chart for X, which also appears
in Faltings’ local p-adic Simpson correspondence. More generally, it is given by the datum of any
such splitting induces an isomorphism

XHT ∼= BT ]X{1}

where the right hand side denotes the classifying stack of T ]X{1}. By an easier special case of [3,
Thm 1.3], pullback along the natural map X → BT ]X{1} induces an equivalence of categories

(4) ΦX : Bun(BT ]X{1})
∼−→
{

Higgs bundles (M, θ) on X s.t.
θ is topologically nilpotent

}
.

Let us recall the construction of ΦX from [3, Thm 6.3, Remark 6.2]: The pullback of a vector
bundle along X → BT ]X{1} is given by a vector bundle with a T ]X{1}-action. On the level of
OX -modules, this corresponds to an OX -module M together with a co-action

(5) M →M ⊗O(T ]X{1}).

Let Ω̃ := Ω1
X|S{−1}, then via Cartier duality, [3, Lemma 6.4], this map corresponds to a morphism

Ŝym•X(Ω̃∨)⊗M →M

where the first term on the right is the completion of Sym•X(Ω̃∨) at the ideal spanned by Ω̃∨. The
Higgs field is now given by the OX -linear dual of the induced map Ω̃∨ ⊗M →M .

All in all, we thus obtain a commutative diagram of fully faithful functors

Bun(XHT,O[ 1
p ])

Bun(Xv)
{
Higgs bundles on X

}α∗X
βs

p-adic Simpson

where βs is defined as the pullback along the isomorphism BT ]X{1}
∼−→ XHT induced by s, followed

by ΦX . By the above description of the essential image of βs, this defines a fully faithful functor

LSs :

{
Higgs bundles (M, θ) on X s.t.
θ is topologically nilpotent

}
↪→ Bun(Xv).

This is the local p-adic Simpson functor induced by a splitting of the Hodge–Tate stack (see [3,
Thm 6.29] for more details). Our first goal in this article in §3.1 below will be to compare this to
Faltings’ local correspondence in terms of toric charts.
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2.2. The global p-adic Simpson functor in the geometric setup. Splittings of XHT → X
only exist locally, and one can show that XHT is rarely split as a gerbe when X is for example
proper. Inspired by the work of Faltings [9], Abbes–Gros and Tsuji [1], we therefore globalise the
construction by comparing XHT to the stack

LftX → X

of square-zero lifts of X defined in [3, Definition 7.5]. Like for XHT, we won’t need the precise
definition of LftX in this article. Instead, let us therefore only recall its key properties: The
morphism LftX → X is natural in X, and it is a gerbe banded by the relative formal group scheme
TX{1}. This stack is split by the datum of an A2-lift X̃ of X.

More generally, it is more useful in practice to also allow a weaker datum of lifts, at the expense
of a stronger convergence condition: Let x ∈ S[ 1

p ] be such that S ⊆ xS and let xS{1} ⊆ S{1}[ 1
p ]

be the image of x· : S{1} → S{1}[ 1
p ], then we define a square-zero thickening

0→ xS{1} → A2(x)→ S → 0

as the pushout of S{1} → A2 → S along S{1} → xS{1} (cf [3, Definition 7.1]). Then in [3, §7.2]
we more generally consider a stack

LftX,x → X

which is now a gerbe banded by xTX{1}, and the gerbe is split by the datum of an A2(x)-lift X̃
of X, called an x-lift. More precisely, any such x-lift X̃ induces a section

ρX̃ : X → LftX,x.

The point of this generalisation to x-lifts is that in contrast to prismatic lifts or A2-lifts, such x-lifts
typically also exists in global situations, e.g. for any proper smooth X.

Let now x ∈ S[ 1
p ] be as before, set ω := (1−ζp)−1 and let 0 6= z ∈ S be such that z ∈ S[ 1

p ]× and
ωxz ∈ S. The standard setting is x = 1 and z = ζp−1, but it is beneficial to allow greater generality.
Towards the global p-adic Simpson functor, the crucial point is now that by [3, Proposition 7.8],
there are canonical and functorial morphisms of fpqc-stacks on p-nilpotent rings

XHT → LftX,x → z∗X
HT

where z∗XHT is the pushout of the gerbe XHT → X along the multiplication z : T ]X{1} → T ]X{1}.
Moreover, by [3, Definition 7.9] there is a constant u ∈ Z×p (conjecturally, u = 1) such that these
morphisms are linear over

T ]X{1}
u·can−−−→ xTX{1}

·u−1z−−−−→ T ]X{1}.
It follows from this that the stack z∗X

HT is a pushout of LftX,x, and is thus also split by the
datum of an A2(x)-lift X̃. In particular, the datum of such a lift X̃ induces an isomorphism

ΦX̃ : z∗X
HT = BT ]X{1}.

Exactly like before, we can now use ΦX̃ to obtain first a diagram of fully faithful functors

(6)
Bun(z∗X

HT,O[ 1
p ])

Bun(Xv)
{
Higgs bundles on X

}
.

α∗X
βX̃

p-adic Simpson

In a second step, like in the local case discussed in §2.1, we deduce from the description of the
essential image of βX̃ a fully faithful functor (see [3, Thm 7.13])

SX̃,z :

{
Higgs bundles (M, θ) on X s.t.

1
z θ is topologically nilpotent

}
↪→ Bun(Xv).

This functor can be computed using a period sheaf BX̃ that arises from the geometry of the Hodge–
Tate stack: For simplicity, let x = 1 and z = ζp−1, then there is a Higgs module (BX̃ ,ΘBX̃ ) on Xv
(see [3, Definition 17.7] for the precise definition) such that for any Higgs bundle (M, θ) on X with
topologically nilpotent 1

z θ, the associated v-vector bundle is described as follows: Let ν : Xv → Xan

be the natural map, then

(7) SX̃(M, θ) ∼= ker(BX̃ ⊗OX ν
∗M

ΘB
X̃
⊗Id+Id⊗θM

−−−−−−−−−−−→ BX̃ ⊗OX ν
∗M ⊗OX ν∗Ω1

X {−1})

is naturally isomorphic. Since BX̃ can be described explicitly, this gives a way to compute SX̃ .
The first main goal of this article is to describe the essential image of SX̃ , leading to Theorem 1.2.
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2.3. The local p-adic Simpson functor in the arithmetic setup. Let now X be a smooth
formal scheme over OK as in Setup 2.2. We recall some results from [3, §6.4], specialised to the
case of vector bundles: In the arithmetic setup, the Hodge–Tate stack XHT → X is a gerbe banded
by a group scheme G→ X that can be described as follows: It is a semi-direct product

0→ T ]X{1} → G→ H → 0

where H = G]m or H = G]a depending on whether K is absolutely unramified or not. Here for any
p-adic formal group over X, we denote by −] the PD-completion at the identity section. If there
is a global splitting X → XHT, it follows that this splitting induces an isomorphism

XHT ∼= BG.

The motivation for Definition 1.4 is now that the category of Higgs–Sen modules on X is canonically
equivalent to the category of finite locally free O[ 1

p ]-modules on BG: Roughly speaking, the Higgs
field θ comes from the normal subgroup T ]X{1}, the Sen operator φ comes from the subgroup H,
and the compatibility between θ and φ reflects the semi-direct product structure. In particular,
exactly as in the geometric case, any such local splitting induces a natural fully faithful functor

Sπ : {Hitchin-small Higgs–Sen bundles on X} ↪→ Bun(Xv).

2.4. The global p-adic Simpson functor in the arithmetic setup. Finally, there is (only
in the arithmetic case!) a canonical way to glue the local p-adic Simpson functors to a global
correspondence which only depends on the choice of uniformiser π of OK . We recall the main ideas
and refer to [3, §7.4] for details: The construction is achieved by combining the local functors with
the geometric p-adic Simpson functor of XOC from §2.2, using the canonical isomorphism

XHT
OC = XHT ×Spf(OK)HT Spf(OC).

Here we can employ the p-adic Simpson correspondence of Setup 2.1 applied to XOC : If K is
unramified, then there is a natural map OK → A2 which we can use to give a canonical lift X̃OC of
XOC to A2. The p-adic Simpson correspondence SX̃OC over OC is then naturally compatible with
the functor Sπ in the arithmetic setting via the functor that sends a Higgs–Sen bundle (N, θ, φ) to
the base-change (EOC , θOC ) of the underlying Higgs bundle.

In general, when K is allowed to be ramified, there is only a map OK → A2(x). This was one
motivation to develop the global correspondence of §2.2 for “x-lifts” of X to A2(x). This allows
us to still obtain a canonical small p-adic Simpson correspondence for XOC as in §2.2. Similar to
Min–Wang’s result [21, Thm 6.4], we arrive at a fully faithful global arithmetic p-adic Simpson
functor

Sπ : {Hitchin-small Higgs–Sen bundles on X} ↪→ Bun(Xv)
by Galois descent from the geometric case. The second main goal of this article is to describe the
essential image of this functor in §5.

3. Essential Image: geometric case

Throughout this section, we work in the geometric setting of Setup 2.1, so S is a perfectoid
formal scheme and X → S is smooth morphism. Let X → Sad

η be its adic generic fibre.

3.1. Explicit description of SX̃ in terms of toric charts. We begin by comparing the functor
SX̃ from §2.2 to the local correspondence LSF

c of Faltings [9] defined in terms of a toric chart c:
This was constructed in [9, p849] for smooth formal schemes1 over OC . We here use the smoothoid
generalisation from [14], which we now recall. We begin by defining global notions of smallness.

Throughout this subsection, we assume that S contains Zcycl
p . For any α ∈ 1

p−1Z[ 1
p ]≥0, we then

denote by pα any element in Zcycl
p whose absolute value is equal to |p|α.

Definition 3.1. (1) A Higgs bundle (M, θM ) on X is called Faltings-small if Zariski-locally
on X, there exists a finite free integral model M of M on X such that θM restrict to a
Higgs field θM : M → M ⊗ Ω1

X(−1) which is trivial modulo p2α for some α > 1
p−1 . We

denote the category of Faltings-small Higgs bundles on X by HiggsF-sm(X ).
(2) A v-vector bundle V on X is called Faltings-small if Zariski-locally on X, it admits a

reduction of structure group to 1 + p2αMn(O+
Xv ) ⊆ GLn(OXv ) for some α > 1

p−1 . We
denote the category of Faltings–small v-vector bundles on X by BunF-sm(Xv).

1More precisely, in [9] Faltings works in an algebraic setting, but the construction generalises verbatim to the
setting of formal schemes. Moreover, [9] works in a more general setting of semi-stable schemes.
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Definition 3.2. Let z ∈ S ∩ S[ 1
p ]×. If X is a rigid space, i.e. if S[ 1

p ] is a perfectoid field, then a
Higgs bundle (M, θM ) on X is called z-Hitchin-small if for any δ ∈ 1

zΩ∨X{1}, the endomorphism
δ ◦ θM : M → M is topologically nilpotent with respect to the canonical topological structure on
the coherent OX -module End(M). For general perfectoid bases S, a Higgs bundle (M, θM ) is called
z-Hitchin-small if for any geometric point ξ : Spa(C,C+)→ Spa(S[ 1

p ], S), the pullback of (M, θM )

to the rigid space X ×Spa(S[ 1p ],S) Spa(C,C+)→ X is z-Hitchin-small. We denote by Higgsz-H-sm(X )

the category of z-Hitchin-small Higgs bundles on X . When we simply say “Hitchin small” without
specifying z, this refers to the case of z = (1− ζp).

Remark 3.3. Note that in comparison to §2.2, the factor in Definition 3.1 is p2α rather than pα.
The reason for this difference is essentially the difference between the Breuil–Kisin–Fargues twist
Ω1
X{−1} and the Tate twist Ω1

X(−1). If we used a Tate twist (−1) instead of {−1} in §2.2, it
would also be the same factor by p2α. One reason why we use {−1} in §2.2 is that this makes
sense over any perfectoid base, whereas (−1) is only defined when Zcycl

p is contained in S.

It is clear that this definition of Hitchin-smallness is equivalent to the more geometric definition
in §1.2 in terms of the Hitchin fibration, whence the name. Moreover, we clearly have:

Lemma 3.4. Any Faltings-small Higgs bundle is automatically Hitchin-small.

We now recall the statement of the local p-adic Simpson correspondence in the smoothoid
setting. For this we furthermore need the following definition:

Definition 3.5. A toric chart is an affine étale morphism of formal schemes

c : X → TdS
for some d ∈ N, where TdS is the d-dimensional affine formal torus over Spf(S). We call a p-adic
formal scheme X over S smoothoid if Zariski-locally, it admits a toric chart.

Throughout this subsection, we assume that X is a smoothoid formal scheme over S and that
X admits a toric chart c : X → TdS . For any n ∈ N, we denote by Xn → X the pullback of the
map [pn] : TdS → TdS along c, and by

Xn → X
its adic generic fibre, which is a finite étale µdpn -torsor. The inverse limit X∞ := lim←−Xn in diamonds
is represented by an affinoid perfectoid space, and

X∞ → X

is a pro-finite-étale Galois torsor under the profinite group ∆ := Zp(1)d = lim←−n µ
d
pn .

The following is a more precise version of [14, Lemma 6.4] in our situation of good reduction:

Lemma 3.6. Assume that X is a smoothoid adic space that admits a toric chart c : X → TdS.
(1) Any Higgs bundle (M, θM ) on X becomes Faltings-small on Xn for n� 0.
(2) Any v-vector bundle V on X becomes Faltings-small on Xn for n� 0.

Proof. For part (1), it is clear from Kiehl’s Theorem that there exists a Zariski-cover of X which
trivialises M . As the statement is local, we may therefore assume that M is trivial. We may then
choose a free model M and it suffices to see that with respect to this model, after pullback along
the formal model Xn → X, the Higgs field θM restricts to M and becomes divisible by p2α. By
explicit calculation on [pn] : Td → Td and étale base-change, we see that the image of Ω1

X in Ω1
Xn

is pnΩ1
Xn

, hence pullback along Xn → X rescales θM by pn. Hence θM becomes small for n� 0.
For part (2), the pullback V∞ of the v-vector bundle V to the perfectoid cover X∞ → X is an

analytic vector bundle. By [10, Corollary 5.4.42], this is isomorphic to the pullback of some analytic
vector bundle on Xm for some m� 0. After replacing Xm by a Zariski-open cover, we can assume
that this vector bundle is trivial, and hence so is V∞. Fix a trivialisation V∞(X∞) = O(X∞)n,
then the ∆m := Gal(X∞|Xm)-action on M∞ := V∞(X∞) = O(X∞)n defines a continuous 1-
cocycle ∆m → GLn(O(X∞)). After increasing m, hence shrinking ∆m, this factors through a map
∆m → 1 + p2αmMn(O+(X∞)) which defines the desired reduction of structure group. �

Assume that X = Spf(R) is affine with a given toric chart c : X → TdS over some perfectoid
base S. As before, this induces a perfectoid cover X∞ = Spf(R∞) → X whose adic generic fibre
is pro-finite-étale Galois with group ∆ ∼= Zp(1)d. Moreover, the toric chart induces a canonical
isomorphism Ω1

R(−1)[ 1
p ] ∼−→ HomZp(∆, R[ 1

p ]) which we can dualise to a Zp-linear homomorphism

(8) Dc : ∆→ HomR(Ω1
R(−1), R).
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Theorem 3.7 ([14, Thm 6.5]). The toric chart c induces an equivalence of categories

LSF
c : HiggsF-sm(X ) ∼−→ BunF-sm(Xv)

given by sending a Higgs bundle (M, θM ) on X to the v-vector bundle V on X defined as follows:
Consider the R∞-module M ⊗R R∞ with semi-linear ∆-action defined by letting any σ ∈ ∆ act as

exp(Dc(σ) ◦ θM )⊗ σ : M ⊗R R∞ →M ⊗R R∞.

Interpreting this as a descent datum along X∞ → X defines the v-vector bundle LSF
c (M, θ) on X .

Proof. In order to see that this follows from [14, Thm 6.5], we only need to compare the notions
of “smallness”, as the one used in [14, Definition 6.2] differs from the one in our Definition 3.12.
To clarify the relation, we first note that in our case of good reduction, we can take c = 2

p−1 in
[14, Definition 6.2], so “small” means here that a v-vector bundle globally on X admits a reduction
of structure group to 1 + p2αMn(O+) for some α > 1

p−1 . Similarly for Higgs bundles. But
the naturality in the toric chart in [14, Thm 6.5.3] guarantees that the correspondence glues over
Zariski-covers of X. Here we can use the same c as Zariski-localisation preserves the good reduction
property. Hence we obtain the claimed correspondence for Faltings-small bundles. �

Our goal in this subsection is to compare LSF
c to our functor SX̃ . To make this precise, we first

explain how the toric chart c : X → TdS induces a prismatic lift (B, J) of R:
The prismatic lift (A, I) of S induces a canonical lift A〈T±1

1 , . . . , T±1
d 〉 of TdS . This has a canonical

δ-structure extending the one on A, defined by δ(Ti) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. Since A is I-adically
complete, we have Aét = Rét. So the chart S〈T±1

1 , . . . , T±1
d 〉 → R lifts to an I-adically étale map

A〈T±1
1 , . . . , T±1

d 〉 → B

in an essentially unique way. By [6, Lemma 2.18], the delta-structure extends to B in a unique
way. Set J := IB, then (B, J) is the desired prismatic lift of R. In particular, we obtain an A2-lift

X̃ := Spf(B/J2).

Second, the natural map R→ R∞ admits a lift to a morphism ϕc : A→ Ainf(R∞): For this we
choose compatible systems of p-power roots T [i = (Ti, T

1/p
i , . . .) ∈ R[∞ of the images of the Ti in

R∞. Like in [3, §4.2], the canonical lift A→ Ainf(R∞) of S → R∞ then extends to a map

A〈T±1
1 , . . . , T±1

d 〉 → Ainf(R∞), Ti 7→ [T [i ].

By étale lifting, we can now find a unique lift of the extension R→ R∞ of S〈T±1
1 , . . . , T±1

d 〉 → R∞
to the desired map B → Ainf(R∞). Quotienting by I2, this induces a morphism O(X̃)→ A2(R∞).

We recall from [3, Remark 7.26] that we can use this to make the period ring BX̃ from §2.2
computing SX̃ more explicit: Fix generators y1, . . . , yd of Ω1

R{−1} as an R-module. For example,
when we fix a compatible choice of p-power unit roots to trivialise the Breuil–Kisin–Fargues twist,
we can use the pullbacks of the canonical generators dT1

T1
, . . . , dTdTd of Ω1

TdS
along c.

Lemma 3.8. There are Y1, . . . , Yd ∈ H0(X∞,BX̃) such that the chart c induces an isomorphism

H0(X∞,BX̃) ∼= R∞
[ (1−ζp)nY ni

n! , n ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , d
]∧
p

[ 1
p ]

with respect to which we have ΘB
X̃

=
∑

∂
∂Yi

yi.

Proof. By [3, Remark 7.26] this holds for X = Spf(R) = TdS . The general case follows from this:
The natural map XHT → (TdS)HT ×TdS X is an isomorphism since c : X → TdS is étale. Hence it
follows from the definition in [3, Definition 17.7] that BX̃ is the base-change of the period ring for
TdS along c. �

Proposition 3.9. There is a canonical transformation γ making the following diagram 2-commutative:

HiggsF-sm(X ) HiggsH-sm(X )

BunF-sm(Xv) Bun(Xv)

LSFc∼ SX̃γ

2In [9], Faltings uses both of these variants of “smallness”, the global and the local one.
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Proof. The inclusion on top exists by Lemma 3.4. LetM = (M, θM ) be any Faltings-small Higgs
bundle on X . Let

V := SX̃(M)

be the associated v-vector bundle on X . We recall from §2.2 that SX̃ can be described using the
period sheaf (BX̃ ,ΘBX̃ ): Let B := H0(X∞,BX̃), then by (7) we have a canonical identification

V (X∞) = ker(M ⊗R B →M ⊗R B ⊗ Ω1
R(−1)).

As a first step, we use this to define a natural morphism

φ : M ⊗R R∞ →M ⊗R B
as follows: Set ω := (1 − ζp)−1. By Lemma 3.4, the Higgs field ω · θM : M → M ⊗R Ω1

R(−1) is
topologically nilpotent. Therefore θ determines a morphism

Ŝym
•
R(ω · Ω1

R(−1)∨)⊗RM →M

where the completion on the left is with respect to the zero section. Like in (5), this corresponds
via Cartier duality, [3, Lemma 6.4], to a morphism

φ0 : M →M ⊗R B0

where B0 := R
[ (ω·Yi)n

n! , n ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , d
]∧
p

[ 1
p ]. More precisely, using the formula defining the

Cartier duality [3, (9) in the proof of Lemma 6.4], we see that φ0 can be described as follows:
Using the chosen generators y1, . . . , yd, write θM =

∑
θiyi for some θ1, . . . , θd ∈ End(M), then

(9) φ0(m) =

d∏
i=1

∞∑
n=0

Y ni
n!
θni (m) =

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi)(m).

Here we note that the factors commute since the θi commute due to the Higgs field condition.
By the explicit description in Lemma 3.8, we have a natural map B0 ↪→ B. We can therefore

now extend φ in an R∞-linear way to obtain the desired morphism φ. For this we have:

Lemma 3.10. The image of the morphism φ agrees with V (X∞). Moreover, the following diagram
commutes for any σ ∈ ∆:

M ⊗R R∞ V (X∞)

M ⊗R R∞ V (X∞).

exp(Dc(γ)◦θM )⊗σ

φ

∼

γ

φ

∼

Proof. It is clear from (9) that φ is injective: Indeed the R∞-linear section B → R∞[ 1
p ] given by

projection to the constant coefficient composes with φ to the inclusionM = M⊗RR ⊆M⊗RR∞[ 1
p ].

For the first claim, it thus suffices by [3, Lemma 7.18] to see that the the image of φ is in the
kernel of θM ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Θ : M ⊗B →M ⊗B ⊗ Ω1

R(−1). This follows from the computation

(θM ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Θ)(

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi)) =

d∑
j=1

(
θj

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi)−
∂

∂Yj

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi)
)
yj = 0

because ∂
∂Yi

exp(θiYi) = θi exp(θiYi).
It remains to see that the diagram commutes, for which it suffices to compare the two diagonal

compositions on M ⊆ M ⊗ R∞. As before, write θM =
∑
θiyi for some θi ∈ End(M), as well as

D(σ) =
∑
eiy
∨
i for some ei ∈ R∞ in terms of the dual basis y∨ of Hom(Ω1

R{−1}, R). Then

D(σ) ◦ θM =

d∑
i=1

eiθi ∈ End(M).

Let m ∈M . Going first down and then to the right we calculate that

φ(exp(D(σ) ◦ θM )(m)) = φ(

d∏
i=1

exp(eiθi)) =

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi) exp(eiθi)

whereas going first to the right and then down we obtain

(Id⊗ σ)(φ(m)) = (Id⊗ σ)(

d∏
i=1

exp(θiYi))(m) =

d∏
i=1

exp(θi(Yi + ei))(m)

where in the last step we use that the action of σ on B is given by translation by D(σ), which
sends Yi 7→ Yi + ei by definition of ei. These two terms agree by commutativity of the θi. �
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By definition of LSF
c , it follows from Lemma 3.10 that φ defines an isomorphism

φ : LSF
c (M) ∼−→ V = SX̃(M).

Since φ is clearly natural inM, this finishes the proof of Proposition 3.9. �

Remark 3.11. We note that in the proof of Proposition 3.9, we did not use the full generality
of the notion of Hitchin smallness, since we only required a factor of p

1
p−1 , not of p

2
p−1 . Indeed,

the argument shows more generally that LSF
c is compatible with the local correspondence for “ω-

Hitchin-small Higgs bundles” of [3, Theorem 6.37]. Indeed, it is only in the globalisation step that
the stronger notion of Hitchin-small Higgs bundles is needed in an essential way. This mirrors a
similar phenomenon in Faltings’ work. To simplify the exposition, in this article, we ignore the
difference in convergence conditions for the local versus the global correspondence. We therefore
only use the weaker notion of Hitchin-smallness required by the global correspondence.

Corollary 3.12. The local p-adic Simpson correspondence is compatible with the sheafified corre-
spondence HTlog of [14, Thm 1.2] in the sense that the following diagram commutes

HiggsH-sm(X ) (Mn(O)⊗ Ω1
X (−1)) � GLn(X )

Bun(Xv) R1ν∗GLn(X )

SX̃ HTlog ∼

where the categories on the right are the sets of isomorphism classes of Higgs bundles and v-vector
bundles on X up to étale sheafification, respectively, and where the horizontal morphism are given
by sending an object to its isomorphism class.

Proof. Since HTlog is a morphism of sheaves on Xét, the statement is Zariski-local on X, so we
may assume that X admits a toric chart c and X̃ is the lift induced by c. Let (M, θM ) be a Higgs
bundle on X. Then by Lemma 3.6, the pullback of (M, θM ) along the toric cover fn : Xn → X
induced by the toric chart becomes Faltings-small for n� 0. Note that fn admits a formal model
Xn → X which admits a lift f̃n : X̃n → X̃ induced by the toric chart. By naturality of SX̃ in X̃,
we can now replace X by Xn and thus reduce to the case that (M, θM ) is Faltings-small.

In this case, HTlog−1 is by definition in [14, §5] given by LSF
c (M, θM ). But by Proposition 3.9,

the isomorphism class of LSF
c (M, θM ) in H1

v (X ,GLn) agrees with that of SX̃(M, θM ). �

Remark 3.13. We note that in [9, p850-851], Faltings also gives a second version of the local
p-adic Simpson correspondence for toric X over OC defined in terms of a lift X̃ to Ainf(OC)/ξ2

(cf §1.4). Namely, in terms of the notation used in this subsection, Faltings chooses a lift

ϕ : A/ξ2 → Ainf(R∞)/ξ2

of A→ Ainf(R∞). This induces for any σ ∈ ∆ a derivation

A→ R∞, a 7→ θM (σϕ(a)−ϕ(a)
ξ )

which factors through the reduction A→ R and thus defines a 1-cocycle D : ∆→ Hom(Ω1
R, R∞).

We observe that for any σ ∈ ∆, the element D(σ) agrees by definition with the derivation D from
[3, Thm 3.13] computed in [3, Lemma 4.7], hence the notation.

Let now (M, θM ) be any Faltings-small Higgs bundles on X. Then Faltings’ second correspon-
dence is defined by considering the R∞[ 1

p ]-module M ⊗ R∞ with semilinear ∆-action defined by
letting σ ∈ ∆ act as

exp(D(σ) ◦ θM ) : M →M ⊗R∞,
and extended R∞-semilinearly. This defines a descent datum for a vector bundle along X∞ → X ,
and thus a v-vector bundle LSF

X̃
(M, θM ) on X . Exactly as in Proposition 3.9, one can construct a

morphism φ that describes a natural transformation LSF
X̃
⇒ SX̃ to our functor. This reproves in

particular that Faltings construction is independent of the auxiliary choice of R∞ and ϕ.

Lastly, we need the canonical Higgs field on V first described by Rodríguez Camargo [23]: In the
setting of Theorem 3.7, it is immediate from the definition that the ∆-action onM⊗RR∞ commutes
with θM ⊗ id. Hence θM descends to a Higgs field θ : V → V ⊗ Ω1

X(−1) on V := LSF
c (M, θ). One

can show that for a given v-vector bundle, this Higgs field is independent of the chart c:

Theorem 3.14 ([15, Thm. 4.8],[16, Thm. 3.2.1]). Let Z be any smoothoid adic space and let V be
a v-vector bundle on Z. Then there is a natural Higgs field θV : V → V ⊗Ω1

Z such that étale-locally
on any toric space X → Z where V becomes Faltings-small and any toric chart c for X , the induced
map θV (X∞) : V (X∞)→ V (X∞)⊗ Ω1

X is given by θM where (M, θM ) = (LSFc )−1(V ).
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3.2. The essential image in v-vector bundles in the geometric case. Let now X be any
smoothoid p-adic formal scheme with rigid generic fibre X and let X̃ be a lift of X. The goal of
this section is to describe the essential image of the functor

SX̃ : HiggsH-sm(X ) ↪→ Bun(Xv).

For this we will use the comparison to LSF
X̃

and the fact that every v-vector bundle becomes
Faltings-small locally on toric towers over X by Lemma 3.6. This will allow us to describe the
essential image of LSX̃ using the Hitchin fibration, as we now explain.

Definition 3.15. Denote by Bunn(Xv) the category of v-vector bundles of rank n on X , and
similarly let Higgsn(X ) be the category of Higgs bundles of rank n. Let An(X ) be the Hitchin base
of X , defined as the O(X )-module

An(X ) :=
⊕n

i=1H
0(X ,Symi(Ω1

X (−1))).

Consider the set An(X ) as a groupoid where any morphism is the identity, then we can make sense
of the Hitchin fibration as being a functor

H : Higgsn(X )→ An(X ).

From [14], on the side of v-vector bundles, we have an analogous functor

H̃ : Bunn(Xv)→ An(X )

defined as the composition of H with the map HTlog (see Corollary 3.12).
We recall from [14] that H̃ can made explicit as follows: Let V be a v-vector bundle on X .

Fix a toric chart c, then by Lemma 3.6 we can find a toric cover Xn → X on which V becomes
Faltings-small. We can thus associate to V a Higgs bundle (LSF

c )−1(V ) by Theorem 3.7. Via
Lemma 3.10, this endows V (X̃ ) with a Higgs field

θn : V (X̃ )→ V (X̃ )⊗ Ω1
X(−1).

Since the image of Ω1
X in Ω1

Xn
is precisely p−nΩ1

Xn
, we can rescale this by θ := p−nθn to obtain

a Higgs field θ that is independent of n. Then H̃(V ) is given by the characteristic polynomial of
θ. It is clear from Lemma 3.10 that θ in fact commutes with the ∆-action, thus defining a Higgs
field V → V ⊗ Ω1

X(−1). and it follows that θ indeed has coefficients in An(X ).

Remark 3.16. It is clear from the construction that the above Higgs field on V is precisely θV from
Theorem 3.14. This shows that we can more conceptually regard H̃ as computing the characteristic
polynomial of θV . However, the definition of H̃ that we will use later is the one given above.

Lemma 3.17. For any n ∈ N, the following diagram commutes:

An(X )

HiggsH-sm
n (X ) Bunn(Xv)

H

SX̃

H̃

Proof. Immediate from Corollary 3.12 and the definition of H̃ via HTlog. �

Definition 3.18. (1) For any α ∈ Q, let p<α := {x ∈ S s.t. ‖x‖ < |p|α}. We call the subspace

AH-sm
n (X ) :=

n⊕
i=1

H0(X, p<
i

p−1 · Symi(Ω1
X{−1})) ⊆ An(X )

the Hitchin–small locus. If X is proper, this is an open submodule of An(X ).
(2) We call a v-vector bundle V on X Hitchin-small if H̃(V ) already lies in AH-sm

n (X ) ⊆ An(X ).
Let BunH-sm(Xv) ⊆ Bun(Xv) be the full subcategory of Hitchin–small v-vector bundles.

(3) We call a Higgs bundle (E, θ) on X Hitchin-small if H(E, θ) lies in AH-sm
n (X ) ⊆ An(X ).

Let HiggsH-sm(X ) ⊆ Higgs(X ) be the full subcategory of Hitchin–small Higgs bundles.
(4) More generally, for z ∈ S[ 1

p ], we say that V is z-Hitchin small if H̃(V ) lies in

Az-H-sm
n (X ) :=

n⊕
i=1

H0(X, zi · p<1 · Symi(Ω1
X{−1})) ⊆ An(X ),

and similarly for Higgs bundles. We define Bunz-H-sm(Xv) and Higgsz-H-sm(X ) accordingly.

Part (3) generalises Definition 3.2 as we no longer assume that Zcycl
p ⊆ S.

Note that since H localises on X by definition, being Hitchin-small is a local notion, i.e., a
v-vector bundle on X is z-Hitchin-small if and only if it is so locally on X, and similarly for Higgs
bundles. Moreover, we have the analogue of Lemma 3.4 for v-vector bundles:
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Lemma 3.19. Any Faltings-small v-vector bundle is Hitchin-small. In particular, if X is toric,
then any v-vector bundle on X becomes Hitchin-small after pullback to a finite toric cover Xn → X .

Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 3.9 and Lemma 3.17. The second part then follows
from Lemma 3.6. �

We can now prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 3.20. Let X be any smoothoid formal scheme over a p-adic perfectoid base S. Let X
be its adic generic fibre. Let x ∈ S[ 1

p ]× be such that S ⊆ xS. Let a ∈ S be such that ‖a‖ ≤ 1
p−1

and set z := ax−1. For example, if ζp ∈ S, we can simply take a := 1− ζp.

(1) Let X̃ be an x-lift of X to A2(x) (in the sense of [3, Definition 7.2]), then SX̃,z induces a
natural equivalence of categories

SX̃,z : Higgsz-H-sm(X ) ∼−→ Bunz-H-sm(Xv)

(2) SX̃,z is natural in X̃ in the following sense: For any morphism f : Y → X of smoothoid
formal schemes, any lift to an A2(x)-linear morphism f̃ : Ỹ → X̃ induces a natural
transformation γ(f̃) : f∗ ◦ SX̃,z ⇒ SỸ ,z ◦ f∗ that is compatible with composition.

Corollary 3.21. Let K be the completion of an algebraic closure of a p-adic field K0. Assume that
X is a smooth p-adic formal scheme over OK that has a model X0 over OK0

. By [3, Corollary 7.4],
this induces an e−1-lift X̃ of X for some e ∈ OK . Then for z := (1− ζp)e, Theorem 3.20.2 yields
a canonical functor

SX̃,z : Higgsz-H-sm(X ) ∼−→ Bunz-H-sm(Xv).

This gives a completely canonical variant of the global Simpson correspondence for e-Hitchin
small bundles in the case of arithmetic models. For example, in the setting of Corollary 3.21, we
will see in Lemma 5.5 that any v-vector bundle on X that comes via pullback from X0 lies in the
image of SX̃ . This generalises the p-adic Simpson functor of Liu–Zhu [18] (in the case of good
reduction) from Qp-local systems on X0 to v-vector bundles on X0.

Proof. We already know from [3, Thm 7.13] that SX̃,z is fully faithful and natural in X̃ as described
in (2). This naturality means that SX̃,z identifies descent data on both sides: For this reason, we
may without loss of generality assume that S contains Zcycl

p . Here we use that for the base-change
XQcycl

p
of X along Spa(Qcycl

p ) → Spa(Qp), we have descent of (analytic) Higgs bundles along the
v-cover XQcycl

p
→ X by [14, Corollary 7.4].

It thus remains to prove that SX̃,z is essentially surjective when S contains Zcycl
p . The statement

is Zariski-local on X, so we may assume that X admits a toric chart and make choices as in the
beginning of §3.1. In particular, we obtain over X a second A2(x)-lift X̃ ′ induced by the toric
chart via the natural map A2 → A2(x). But since X is smooth and A2(x) → R is a square-zero
thickening, any two A2-lifts over the affine space X are isomorphic. By naturality of SX̃,z in the
lift, this means that SX̃,z ' SX̃′,z. To determine the essential image, we may therefore without
loss of generality fix an isomorphism X̃ ∼= X̃ ′ and assume that X̃ is as described in §3.1.

Let now V be a Hitchin-small v-vector bundle on X . Choose a toric chart and letM∞ := V (X∞).
As in Definition 3.15, we can endow M∞ with a Higgs field θ : M∞ → M∞ ⊗R Ω1

X(−1) as
follows: After passing to a cover Xn → X to make V Faltings-small using Lemma 3.6, we can use
Lemma 3.10 to identify M∞ with the pullback of a Faltings-small Higgs bundle from Xn → X ,
hence endowing it with a Higgs field θ. Then by construction, H(V ) is the characteristic polynomial
of θ. The assumption that V is z-Hitchin-small means now that 1

z θ is topologically nilpotent. Since
S ⊆ xS, we have zS ⊆ (1− ζp)S, so this implies that (1− ζp)−1θ is topologically nilpotent.

Note that by Theorem 3.14, the map θ : M∞ → M∞ ⊗ Ω1
X(−1) descends to a Higgs field

V → V ⊗ Ω1
X(−1). In other words, this means that θ is ∆-equivariant.

Recall now that the homomorphism D = Dc : ∆ → Hom(Ω1
X , R{1}) from (8). For any σ ∈ ∆,

we can compose D(σ) with θ to obtain an R∞-linear ∆-equivariant endomorphism

D(σ) ◦ θ : M∞ →M∞.

The fact that (1− ζp)−1θ is topologically nilpotent now ensures that the map

exp(D ◦ θ) : ∆→ GL(M∞)
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converges. We claim that it is indeed a continuous 1-cocycle for the ∆-action on GL(M∞) via
conjugation. Indeed, for any σ1, σ2 ∈ ∆, due to the fact that D(σ2) ◦ θ commutes with σ1 on M∞,

exp(D(σ1) ◦ θ) · σ1 exp(D(σ2) ◦ θ)σ−1
1 = exp(D(σ1) ◦ θ) · exp(σ1(D(σ2) ◦ θ)σ−1

1 )

= exp(D(σ1) ◦ θ) · exp(D(σ2) ◦ θ)
= exp(D(σ1 + σ2) ◦ θ).

This enables us to reverse the construction of a v-vector bundle out of a Higgs bundle described
in Theorem 3.7, as follows. To find a preimage of V under SX̃,z, we need to find an R[ 1

p ]-submodule
M ⊆M∞ of the same rank m as M∞ over R∞[ 1

p ] such that for any σ ∈ ∆, the following diagram
commutes:

M ⊗R R∞ M ⊗R R∞ M ⊗R R∞

M∞ M∞.

id⊗σ exp(D(σ)◦θ)

σ

This can be reformulated as saying that M is the submodule fixed by the R∞[ 1
p ]-semilinear ∆-

action on V (X∞) defined by
σ ∗ v = exp(D(σ) ◦ θ)−1σv.

This indeed defines a ∆-action because exp(D ◦ θ) is a 1-cocycle. Thus the R[ 1
p ]-module M is

uniquely determined by the property that with respect to this twisted action, it satisfies

M = M∆
∞.

By the Higgs field condition and the fact that the ∆-action commutes with θ, also the ∗-action
commutes with θ, so by taking ∆-invariants of θ, we obtain a Higgs field θM : M →M ⊗ Ω1

X .
It remains to prove that the rank of M is m. To see this, consider the action of the subgroup

∆n, corresponding to the pullback of V to Xn. By Lemma 3.6, the v-vector bundle becomes
Faltings-small on Xn → X for some n. It follows from the fact that LSF

c is an equivalence that
there exists an Rn[ 1

p ]-submodule Mn ⊂ M∞ of rank m such that Mn = M∆n
∞ by Proposition 3.9

and Lemma 3.10. We thus have
M∆
∞ = (Mn)∆/∆n .

But the Rn[ 1
p ]-semilinear action of the finite group ∆/∆n now defines an étale descent datum for

a vector bundle of rank m along the ∆/∆n-Galois cover Xn → X . By [14, Lemma 2.6.5] (which
is based on [17, Theorem 8.2.22.(d)]), this descent datum is effective and thus gives the desired
R[ 1

p ]-module M of rank m.
At this point, we have found a Higgs bundle (M, θM ) such that SX̃,1(M, θM ) = V . It remains to

observe that the nilpotence of 1
z θ implies that 1

z θM is nilpotent, hence (M, θM ) is z-Hitchin small.
It follows that SX̃,z(M, θM ) = SX̃,1(M, θM ) = V is in the essential image of SX̃,z. �

Remark 3.22. In fact, one can show that D : ∆ → Hom(Ω1
X , R∞{1}) is divisible by (1 − ζp).

Namely, in the setup of (cf [3, §4.2]), D(σ) can be described as sending dTi
Ti

to µci(σ)[T [i ], whose
image in R∞{1} is divisible by (1− ζp). This means that the above proof actually only used that
(1− ζp)−1θ is nilpotent in the last paragraph, as for the convergence of exp(D ◦ θ) it would suffice
that only θ is nilpotent. Indeed, the above argument can therefore be used to show that the image
of the local correspondence [3, Corollary 6.30] is given by v-vector bundles for which θ is nilpotent.
The point is that the stronger condition on θ of Hitchin-smallness is necessary to define the global
p-adic Simpson functor SX̃ in the first place.

Remark 3.23. In [3], we more generally worked in the derived category and constructed a functor

SX̃ : {Hitchin-small Higgs perfect complexes} → Perf(Xv).

We believe that it should be possible in principle to describe the essential image of this functor
in a similar way. For this one would first have to show that every perfect complex on Perf(Xv)
carries a natural Higgs field. However, already describing the essential image of the local p-adic
Simpson functor for coherent Higgs modules is likely more difficult, cf. [3, Corollary 6.30].

As an application of the generality of smoothoid spaces that we work with in this section, we
can deduce a more geometric version in terms of moduli stacks: For this we consider for any n ∈ N
the functors fibred in groupoids on the category of perfectoid spaces over K

vBunn : Y 7→ {v-vector bundles on X × Y of rank n},
H iggsn : Y 7→ {Higgs bundles on X × Y of rank n}.
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By [14, Thm 1.4], these are small v-stacks, and the Hitchin fibrations from the last subsection can
be assembled into morphisms of v-stacks over the Hitchin base:

Definition 3.24. The Hitchin base of X is the v-stack An defined by sending any perfectoid space
Y over K to An(X × Y ) where An was defined in Definition 3.18. Let

Az-H-sm
n ⊆ An

be the Hitchin small locus given on Y by Az-H-sm
n (X × Y ) defined as in Definition 3.18.

The Hitchin fibrations are now morphisms of v-stacks over the same base

vBunn
An

H iggsn

H̃

H

We thus obtain moduli spaces of Hitchin-small objects

H iggsz-H-sm
n := H iggsn ×An Az-H-sm

n , vBunz-H-sm
n := vBunn ×An Az-H-sm

n

as the respective preimages of the Hitchin-small locus.

Corollary 3.25. Let X be a p-adic smooth formal scheme over OK for some perfectoid field K
containing Qcycl

p . Then any choice of lift X̃ of X to A2(x) induces an equivalence of small v-stacks

SX̃,z : H iggsz-H-sm
n

∼−→ vBunz-H-sm
n

Proof. For any affine perfectoid formal scheme Y = Spf(S+) over OK , the lift X̃ induces a flat lift
of X ×OK Y to A2 given by X̃ ×Spf(A) Spf(Ainf(S

+)), and this formation is functorial in Y . The
statement thus follows from applying Theorem 3.20 to X × Y for the choice of lift just described,
using the functoriality in Theorem 3.20.(3). �

As a special case, we can deduce the first non-trivial example of a comparison between the full
moduli stacks beyond n = 1, namely for the special case of projective space:

Corollary 3.26. Let X = PmOK , then there is a canonical isomorphism of small v-stacks

S : H iggsn
∼−→ vBunn.

More generally, such an isomorphism exists for any smooth proper p-adic formal scheme X over
OK with a lift X̃ of X to A2 such that X has trivial Hitchin base An(K) = {0}.

Proof. For X = Pm, we see from the Euler sequence that An(K) = {0}: Indeed, we have Ω1
X ⊆

OPm(−1)m+1 and hence SymkΩ1
X ⊆ SymkOPm(−1)m+1 ∼= O(m+1

k )⊗OPm(−1)⊗k has no non-trivial
global sections. The statement now follows from Corollary 3.25: For any affine perfectoid Y , any
Higgs bundle, respectively v-vector bundle, on X×Y is in the fibre of 0, hence is Hitchin-small. �

As a second application, we deduce the following analogue of [2, Thm 1.2]:

Corollary 3.27. Let X be a toric smoothoid formal scheme over a perfectoid base S that contains
Zcycl
p . Choose a toric chart c : X → TdS and consider the induced toric tower · · · → Xn+1 → Xn →
· · · → X of formal schemes, so that the adic generic fibre of Xn → X is Galois with group ∆n.
Then there is an equivalence of categories

2- lim−→
n∈N

Vec([XHT
n /∆n],O[ 1

p ]) ∼−→ Bun(Xv)

Proof. By Galois descent, we have a canonical functor from left to right, which is fully faithful by
[3, Thm 7.13]. By Theorem 3.20, any Hitchin-small v-vector bundle is in the essential image. By
Lemma 3.19, any v-vector bundle becomes Hitchin-small on some Xn. �

4. Twisted pullback

As the second goal for the geometric Setup 2.1, we now clarify the functoriality of our con-
structions, i.e. how the small p-adic Simpson correspondences we defined can be compared under
morphisms of smoothoids f : Y → X. While Theorem 3.20.(2) explains how to do this if there
exists an A2-lift of f , it is interesting for applications what one can say in the absence of such
an A2-lift of f . To give a concrete example, in arithmetic situations, one can often obtain lifts to
B+

dR/ξ
2 by base-change from arithmetic base fields, but these may not respect the integral struc-

tures. A solution to this issue is then to choose integral lifts of X and Y , but this may not be
possible in such a way that a lift of f exists.
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Indeed, for this reason, the question of functoriality of the p-adic Simpson correspondence is
already treated by Faltings (in his slightly different setting of what we call Faltings-small bundles):
It is very briefly sketched in three sentences on [9, p855] and is implicit in construction of “twisted
pullback” [9, p858]. In [9], this is further developed by way of explicit formulas in the proof of the
full p-adic Simpson correspondence for curves. The goal of this section can also be described as
reinterpreting Faltings’ definition in a more geometric way.

Let S be a p-adic perfectoid base over Zp and let f : Y → X be a morphism of smoothoid formal
schemes over S. Let X and Y be the respective generic fibres. Given any A2-lifts X̃ of X and Ỹ of
Y respectively, the functors βX̃ [ 1

p ] and βỸ [ 1
p ] from (6) fit by [3, Proposition 6.28] and functoriality

of the Hodge–Tate stack into a commutative diagram

HiggsH-sm(Y) Bun(z∗X
HT)[ 1

p ].

HiggsH-sm(X ) Bun(z∗X
HT)[ 1

p ]

βỸ
∼

f∗

βX̃
∼

Definition 4.1. We denote by f◦
X̃,Ỹ

: HiggsH-sm(X ) → HiggsH-sm(Y) the composition f◦
X̃,Ỹ

:=

βỸ ◦ f∗ ◦ β
−1

X̃
, which is the essentially unique dotted arrow making the above diagram commute.

The goal of this section is to give a more explicit description of this functor. For this, we use a
construction due to Abbes–Gros [1, II.10.3]:

Definition 4.2. The Higgs–Tate torsor HT f is the sheaf on YZar defined as the subsheaf of

Hom(f−1OX̃ ,OỸ )

of A2-algebra homomorphisms that reduce to the map f−1OX → OY defined by f : Y → X.

Lemma 4.3. HT f is a f∗TX{1}-torsor on Y .

Proof. The statement is local on Y , so we may assume that X and Y are affine. Then a global
section of HT f (Y ) exists by formal smoothness. By standard deformation theory, the space of
A2-lifts is then a principal homogeneous space under the group of derivations

O(X)→ ker(O(Ỹ )→ O(Y )) = O(Y ){1},

which are given by HomO(X)(ΩX(X),O(Y ){1}) = f∗TX{1}(Y ). �

Proposition 4.4. Let (M, θ) ∈ HiggsH-sm(X ). Then there is a canonical isomorphism

f◦
X̃,Ỹ

(M, θ) = f∗(M, θ)×TX{1} HT f

where TX{1} acts on (M, θ) via the homomorphism

exp(θ) : TX{1} → Aut(M).

For small Higgs bundles on curves of good reduction, this recovers the definition of Faltings [9,
p858], phrased by him in terms of the spectral curve.

Corollary 4.5. Any datum of a lift f̃ : X̃ → Ỹ induces a natural equivalence γf̃ : f◦
X̃,Ỹ
⇒ f∗.

Proof of Proposition 4.4. The statement is Zariski-local on Y , so we may assume that Y = Spf(B)→
X = Spf(A) is affine. We now first prove that any lift f̃ : Ỹ → X̃ induces a 2-arrow

X LftX

Y LftY .

ρX̃

ρỸ

γf̃

Indeed, let T be any S-algebra, then for any T -point B → T of Y , the image in LftX(T ) defined
by going around the upper left corner is the composition

x : A
f−→ B

δỸ−−→ B ⊕B{1}[1]→ T ⊕ T{1}[1],

where δỸ is the morphism of animated rings associated to the square zero extension of B defined by
Ỹ , cf. [3, §7.2][7, §5.1.9]. Going around the bottom right corner, we instead obtain the composition

A
δX̃−−→ A⊕A{1}[1]

f−→ B ⊕B{1}[1]→ T ⊕ T{1}[1],
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where δX̃ is the morphism of animated algebra defined by X̃. The lift f̃ now defines a map between

A
f◦δX̃−−−→ B⊕B{1}[1] and A

δỸ ◦f−−−→ B⊕B{1}[1], which induces the desired isomorphism in LftX(T ).
It is clear from these explicit descriptions that for any two lifts f̃1, f̃2 : Ỹ → X̃, the map

(10) γf̃1 ◦ γ
−1

f̃2
∈ Aut(x : Y → X → LftX) = TX{1}(Y )

can be identified with the difference f̃1 − f̃2 ∈ TX{1}(Y ) defined by the fact that the Higgs–Tate
torsor π : HT f → Y is a TX{1}-torsor.

We now pass to the universal situation: There is a canonical transformation

X LftX

HT f LftY

ρX̃

ρỸ ◦π

f◦π
γ

such that for any lift f̃ ∈ HT f (Y ), we obtain γf̃ by specialisation at the section f̃ : Y → HT f .
This is clearly natural in X and Y , so it glues beyond the affine case, and we may now assume
that X and Y are general. The commutativity of the diagram then says that for any small Higgs
bundle (M, θ) on X, there is a canonical isomorphism over HT f

ϕγ : π∗f◦M ∼−→ π∗f∗M.

We now compute the effect which the TX{1}-action on HT f has on this isomorphism: Let δ ∈
TX{1}(Y ) be any local section and consider the diagram

X X LftX

HT f HT f LftY .
δ·

f◦π f◦π
γ

Let γδ be the resulting homotopy between the two outer compositions. We wish to compute

γδ ◦ γ−1 ∈ AutY (HT f → LftX) = TX{1}(HT f ).

For this we use that locally on Y where HT f admits a section f̃ ∈ HT f (Y ), the above diagram
becomes isomorphic to

X X X LftX

f∗TX{1} f∗TX{1} Y LftY .
δ·

f◦π f◦π f
γ
f̃

If follows that γδ ◦ γ−1 can be decomposed into the difference γf̃+δ ◦ γ
−1

f̃
composed with f∗TX{1},

plus the difference between HT f
δ−→ HT f → Y and HT f → Y . By the computation surrounding

(10), we have γf̃+δ ◦ γ
−1

f̃
= δ. It follows that γδ ◦ γ−1 is given by the image of (δ, δ) under

Aut(Y → LftX)×AutY (HT f ) = TX{1}(Y )× TX{1}(Y )
m−→ TX{1}(HT f ).

As a consequence, we can regard ϕγ as a TX{1}-equivariant isomorphism

ϕγ : π−1f◦M ⊗π−1OY OHT f
∼−→ π−1f∗M ⊗π−1OY OHT f

where the left hand side is endowed with the natural action via the second factor, whereas the right
hand side is endowed with the diagonal action of TX . Here the action on the first factor π−1f∗M
has to be the one induced by TX{1} = Aut(x : Y → LftX). By Lemma 4.6 below, this is given by
the natural map exp : TX → Aut(M).

Taking TX{1}-equivariant sections on both sides with respect to the natural actions just de-
scribed, this defines a natural isomorphism

f◦M = (π∗f◦M)TX{1}
ϕγ−−→∼ (π−1f∗M ⊗π−1OY OHT f )TX{1} = f∗M ×TX{1} HT f �

Lemma 4.6. Assume X = Spf(R) is affine. Let N ∈ Bun(BT ]X{1}) and let (M, θ) = ΦX(N) be
the corresponding Higgs bundle via (4). Then for any p-complete R-algebra S and any s ∈ T ]X(S),
the action of s on M obtained from the T ]X{1}-action on X → BT ]X{1} is given by

exp(s ◦ θ) : M ⊗R S ∼−→M ⊗R S.

Here we have identified s first with the induced OX-linear map s : Ω̃X → OX and then the map
s ◦ θ is the resulting composition (id⊗s) ◦ θ : M →M ⊗ Ω̃→M ∈ End(M).
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Proof. The T ]X{1}-action onM is encoded on the level of sheaves by a co-action mapM →M⊗Ω̃X .
Unravelling the definition of ΦX in (4), we see that the action of Sp(Ω̃∨X) on M is obtained from
this via duality: More precisely, like in (9), we see from [3, (9) in the proof of Lemma 6.4] that
this identifies s : Ω̃X → S with the map exp(〈−, s〉) : Ŝym•X(Ω̃∨)→ Gm, which corresponds to the
section exp(s) ∈ Sp(Ω̃∨)⊗ S. �

We can now use twisted pullback to explain the functoriality of the small global p-adic Simpson
correspondence, generalizing the statement of Theorem 3.20.(2):

Proposition 4.7. Let f : Y → X be any morphism of smoothoid p-adic formal schemes. Let X̃
be an A2-lift of X and let Ỹ be an A2-lift of Y . Let X and Y be the respective adic generic fibres
of X and Y . Then there is a canonical natural transformation

HiggsH-sm(Y) BunH-sm(Yv)

HiggsH-sm(X ) BunH-sm(Xv)

SỸ

SX̃

f◦
X̃,Ỹ f∗

Proof. By definition of SX̃ , this follows by considering the natural diagram:

HiggsH-sm(Y) Bun(z∗Y
HT)[ 1

p ] BunH-sm(Yv)

HiggsH-sm(X ) Bun(z∗X
HT)[ 1

p ] BunH-sm(Xv)

α∗βỸ
∼

f◦
X̃,Ỹ

βX̃
∼

α∗

f∗ f∗

The left diagram commutes by Definition 4.1. The right diagram commutes up to a canonical
natural equivalence by naturality of α. �

5. Essential image: arithmetic case

We now switch to the arithmetic Setup 2.2. In particular, X → Spf(OK) is a smooth p-adic
formal scheme overOK for a p-adic fieldK, and throughout we have fixed the choice of a uniformizer
π ∈ OK . Let k = OK/π be the residue field. Let E be the characteristic polynomial of π over
W (k) and e = E′(π) the induced generator of the different δOK |W (k). Let X be the adic generic
fibre of X. In this section, we study the functor

Sπ :

{
Hitchin-small

Higgs–Sen bundles on X

}
→
{
vector bundles

on Xv

}
whose construction via the Hodge–Tate stack we recalled in §2.4. In analogy to the geometric case
of §3.2, the goal of this section is to describe the essential image of this functor, by introducing an
appropriate Hitchin fibration. The basic idea is to use the geometric p-adic Simpson correspondence
on the base-change XC to the completed algebraic closure C of K, and then to argue by Galois
descent. The constructions in this section are therefore closely related to those of [21, §7], with
the Hitchin fibration being the crucial additional ingredient.

5.1. The arithmetic Hitchin fibration for Higgs–Sen-bundles. We begin by defining the
Hitchin fibration for Higgs–Sen bundles:

Definition 5.1. Let n ∈ N. The Hitchin fibration of rank n is the natural morphism of groupoids

{Higgs–Sen modules on X of rank n} → An(X )

defined by sending (N, θN , φN ) to the characteristic polynomial of φN . Here and in the following,
we regard An as the parameter space of monic polynomials F (T ) = Tn + a1T

n−1 + · · · + an of
degree n in terms of the tuple (a1, . . . , an).

Definition 5.2. The Hitchin-small locus Asm,n(X ) ⊆ An(X ) is the open subgroup defined as

Asm,n(X ) := eZ + mKO(X)n.

More explicitly, if K is absolutely unramified, then e = 1 and we have Asm,n(X ) = Z+mKO(X)n.
Otherwise, e ∈ mK and we thus have Asm,n(X ) = mKO(X)n.

Definition 5.3. AHiggs-Sen module (N, θN , φN ) on X is Hitchin-small ifH(N, θN , φN ) ∈ Asm,n(X ).

It will follow from Lemma 5.15 below that this is equivalent to the definition of Hitchin-smallness
given in the introduction in terms of Hodge–Tate–Sen weights.

Lemma 5.4. For an O(X )-linear map F : O(X )n → O(X )n, the following are equivalent:
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(1) F p − ep−1F is topologically nilpotent.
(2) The characteristic polynomial of F lies in Asm,n(X ) ⊆ An(X ).

Proof. Both properties can be checked on fibers of points Spa(L)→ X in unramified extensions L
of K. Using that T p − ep−1T ≡

∏p−1
i=0 (T − e · i) mod π in OK [T ], one verifies that F p − ep−1F is

topologically nilpotent ⇔ all eigenvalues of F lie in eZ + mL. �

5.2. Comparison to geometric setup. Our next goal is to define the Hitchin fibration for v-
vector bundles H̃ in the arithmetic setting. This is supposed to associate to any v-vector bundle V
of rank n on Xv a spectral datum in O(X )n, functorially in X, and which for V = Sπ(N, θN , φN )
is given by the characteristic polynomial of φN .

In order to construct this, we may work locally and assume that X is affinoid and admits a
prismatic lift (A, I), for example induced by a toric chart. We consider the base-change

h : XC → X
to the completed algebraic closure C|K like in §2.4 and study the pullback h∗V with its natural
GK-equivariant structure on XC . Recall from §2.4 that there is a canonical lift

s : OK → A2(e−1).

Via base-change, we obtain an e-lift

X̃OC := X ×Spf(OK) Spf(A2(e−1))

which is a Galois-equivariant lift of XOC to the square-zero thickening

A2(e−1) = e−1ξ +Ainf(OC)/ξ2 ⊆ B+
dR/ξ

2

of OC . Let z := e(1− ζp), then by Corollary 3.21, this defines a fully faithful functor

SX̃OC
:

{
z-Hitchin-small

Higgs bundles on XC

}
→
{
vector bundles

on XC,v

}
.

As a first step, we now use the Galois action on X̃OC to see:

Lemma 5.5. Let V be any v-vector bundle on X . Then the v-vector bundle h∗V on XC is
e-Hitchin-small, in fact even 0-Hitchin small. Its associated Higgs bundle (M, θM ) under the
functor SX̃OC

from Corollary 3.21 is nilpotent.

Proof. This follows from functoriality of the Hitchin fibration

H̃ : Bunn(XC,v)→ An(X ).

Indeed, by [14, Proposition 8.13], H̃ is equivariant for the GK-action. Since h∗V admits a GK-
equivariant structure, and H̃ is a morphism of groupoids, it follows that H̃(h∗V ) is Galois invariant.
But due to the presence of Tate twists in the definition of An, we have by [27, §3.3 Thm. 2] that

An(C)GK = ⊕ni=1

(
H0(X ,Symi(Ω1

X ))⊗K C(−i)
)GK

= 0.

In particular, H̃(h∗V ) ∈ AH-sm
n (C), hence h∗V is Hitchin small. By Lemma 3.17, it also follows

that the associated Higgs bundle (M, θM ) has characteristic polynomial Tn, hence θnM = 0. �

By the naturality of the functor SX̃ with respect to the datum of X̃ explained in Theorem 3.20.2,
it follows that the natural Galois action on X̃OC and the Galois-equivariant structure on h∗V induce
on the Higgs bundle (M, θM ) in Lemma 5.5 a Galois-equivariant structure (cf [21, Thm 3.3]). In
our situation, this can also be seen geometrically, as follows: Assume that X admits a toric chart,
inducing a prismatic lift (A, I). Let GA be the automorphism group of the section X → XHT

defined by (A, I) like in [3, Section 6.4]. We consider the induced toric cover XOC ,∞ → XOC → X.
The Galois group of its adic generic fibre over X is a semi-direct product 0→ ∆→ Γ→ GK → 0
where ∆ = Gal(XC,∞|XC) = Zp(1)d. We thus obtain a commutative diagram of stacks

(11)

[XOC ,∞/∆] XHT
OC [XOC/T

]
XOC
{1}] XOC

[XOC ,∞/Γ] XHT [X/GA] X

∼

∼

for which the horizontal arrows define SX̃OC
and the vertical arrows have a compatible GK-action.

Explicitly, this means that GK acts C-semilinearly on M in a way that commutes with θM : M →
M ⊗ Ω1

X(−1), where the Galois action on Ω1
X(−1) is via the Tate twist. We deduce from this the

following basic compatibility between the arithmetic and geometric p-adic Simpson functors:
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Proposition 5.6. There is a canonical natural transformation making the following diagram
2-commutative:  GK-equivariant

z-Hitchin-small
Higgs bundles on XC


 GK-equivariant

z-Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles on XC


{

Hitchin-small
Higgs–Sen bundles on X

} {
v-vector bundles

on X

}

SX̃OC

Sπ

h∗ h∗

Proof. The vertical arrows are well-defined by Lemma 5.5. The natural transformation making
the diagram commutative then exists by comparing (11) to the definitions of the p-adic Simpson
correspondences. Namely, Sπ is given by forming the pullback of vector bundles along the bottom
row, whereas SX̃OC

is given by forming the pullback of vector bundles along the top row. �

5.3. Sen theory via the Kummer tower. Recall that the goal of this section is to determine
the essential image of the bottom functor in Proposition 5.6. Since the map on the right is clearly
fully faithful, and SX̃OC

is an isomorphism by Theorem 3.20, it suffices to determine the essential
image of the map on the left. Our central object of study in this section is therefore the GK-module
M . We can regard this as a v-vector bundle on X that becomes trivial upon pullback along h. We
can describe this bundle using the stack Spf(OK)HT studied in [2], as follows: Set G := GA. The
natural morphism XHT → Spf(OK)HT, induced by X → Spf(OK) due to the functoriality of the
Hodge–Tate stack, induces a commutative diagram

[XOC ,∞/Γ] XHT [X/G] X

[XOC/GK ] Spf(OK)HT ×X [X/H] X

∼

∼

where H is the automorphism group of the morphism Spf(OK) → Spf(OK)HT induced by the
choice of uniformiser π. Here the third vertical map is the pushout along G → H, which admits
a canonical splitting defined by the section H → G. Given a Higgs–Sen module (N, θN , φN ) on
[X/G] with V = Sπ(N, θN , φN ), it follows by comparing to the diagram (11) that the Galois module
M on XC agrees with the Galois module h∗N associated to the Sen module (N,φN ) on [X/H].

Let now π[ = (. . . , π1/p, π) be a choice of a compatible system of p-power roots of π. This
induces an element [π[] ∈ Ainf(OC). We now recall from [3, Lemma 4.1] the 1-cocycle

χπ[ : GK → O×C , χπ[(σ) := θ(E(σ([π[]))
E([π[])

) ∈ 1 + eπ(1− ζp)OC .

We refer to [3, Lemma 4.1] for some more background on this. For us, its relevance stems from:

Lemma 5.7. If V = Sπ(N, θN , φN ) comes from a Hitchin–small Higgs–Sen module on X, then
there is a natural isomorphism M = N ⊗OK OC with respect to which the Galois action by GK is
for any σ ∈ GK given by

σ(m⊗ c) = χπ[(σ)
φN
e (m⊗ 1)σ(c).

Here the Hitchin-smallness implies that χπ[(σ)
φN
e := exp(φNe log(χπ[(σ))) converges inside End(M).

Proof. As we have just seen, we may use the section H → G to set θN to 0 without changing the
Galois module structure on M , and we may thus assume that V comes from a vector bundle on
Spf(OK)HT ×X via pullback in the above diagram.

In this case, the statement follows by the same proof as [2, Lemma 4.5] by base-changing the
whole discussion there along X → Spf(OK). �

5.4. Sen theory via the cyclotomic tower. We now use that there is a good formalism of
Sen theory for the tower XC → X , as developed by Shimizu and Petrov. More precisely, the
decompletion they work with is with respect to the cyclotomic tower XKcycl → X where Kcycl is
the completion of K(ζpn , n ∈ N).

Proposition 5.8 ([26, Lemma 2.10], [22, Proposition 3.2]). Let M be a GK-equivariant vector
bundle on XC . Then there is a finite extension K ′ = K(ζpn)|K for which there is a vector bundle
N ′ on XK′ with an OXK′ -linear endomorphism φ′ : N ′ → N ′ and an isomorphism

M = N ′ ⊗OX
K′
OXC
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with respect to which the GK′-action on M can be described as being for any σ ∈ GK′ given by

σ(x⊗ c) = χ(σ)φ
′
· σ(c)

where χ : GK → Z×p is the cyclotomic character. For fixed K ′ large enough, the pair of the submod-
ule N ′ ⊆M and the endomorphism φ′ is uniquely determined by this property. The characteristic
polynomial of φ′ has coefficients in O(X ) and does not depend on the choice of K ′.

We will clarify the relation to Lemma 5.7 in §5.6.

Proof. By [14, Corollary 6.11], we have v-descent of vector bundles along the map XC → XKcycl ,
and it therefore suffices to prove the result for Galois equivariant vector bundlesM ′ on XKcycl . For
these, the existence and description of the action are given by [22, Proposition 3.2].

Since strictly speaking, [26, Lemma 2.10] (which is used in the proof) is written only in the case
that K is a local field, we note that one can also check directly that for H = Gal(Kcycl|K), any
continuous 1-cocycle H → GLn(O(XO

Kcycl
)) that becomes trivial modulo pα for α > 2

p−1 is in the
image of

Hom(H,GLn(O(X)))→ H1
cts(H,GLn(O(XO

Kcycl
))),

by following the argument in [9, Lemma 1].
The uniqueness of (N ′, φ′) follows from considering H-finite vectors inM ′, where we can recover

φ′ as log(σ)/ log(χ(σ)), see [21, Thm 7.4].
A quick way to see the statement about the characteristic polynomial is to simply deduce this

from classical Sen theory by specialising at all points Spf(OL)→ X valued in unramified extensions
L|K. This also gives another way to see that φ′ is uniquely determined. �

5.5. The arithmetic Hitchin fibration for v-vector bundles.

Definition 5.9. Let Bunn(Xv) be the groupoid of v-vector bundles of rank n on X . We define
the arithmetic Hitchin fibration of rank n

H̃ = H̃X : Bunn(Xv)→ An(X )

of X as follows: For any v-vector bundle V on X , let (N, θN ) = S−1

X̃OC
(h∗V ) be the associated GK-

equivariant Higgs bundle on XC from Proposition 5.6. Let (N ′, φ′) be the Sen module associated
to N by Proposition 5.8, then we define H̃(V ) to be the characteristic polynomial of eφ′. This is
well-defined as it does not depend on the choice of K ′.

Definition 5.10. We call a v-vector bundle V on X Hitchin–small if H̃(V ) ∈ Asm,n(X ) ⊆ An(X ).

Lemma 5.11. V is Hitchin-small if and only if ep(φ′p − φ′) is topologically nilpotent.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.4. �

The technical key property of Hitchin-small v-vector bundles will be the following:

Lemma 5.12. Let V be a Hitchin-small v-vector bundle. Then for any σ ∈ GK ,

χπ[(σ)φ
′

=
∞∑
n=0

(χ
π[

(σ)−1)n

en·n!

n−1∏
i=0

(φ′e− e · i) ∈ AutC(M)

is well-defined. This defines a 1-cocycle χφ
′

π[
: GK → AutC(M).

Proof. The equality holds by [2, Lemma 2.14]. Since Lemma 5.11 shows that the products on the
right hand side converge to 0 for n→∞ when V is Hitchin-small, this shows the convergence. �

Lemma 5.13. The arithmetic Hitchin fibration is functorial, in the following sense: Let L|K be
a finite extension with uniformiser π′ ∈ OL and associated element e′ ∈ δOL/Zp . Then for any
morphism f : Y → X of p-adic formal schemes where X is smooth over OK with rigid generic
fibre X and Y is smooth over OL with rigid generic fibre Y, the following diagram commutes

Bunn(Yv) An(Y) ( e
′

e f(a1), . . . , ( e
′

e )nf(an))

Bunn(Xv) An(X ) (a1, . . . , an).

H̃Y

H̃X

f∗

where the right map in the square is defined as indicated on the right.

Proof. Immediate from the functoriality properties of the operator φ′ in [22, Proposition 3.2], which
follow from the unique characterisation in Proposition 5.8. The factor e′/e appears as H̃ is defined
in terms of eφ′, which results in the indicated rescaling of the characteristic polynomials. �
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We have the analogue of Lemma 3.19.

Lemma 5.14. Any v-vector bundle V on X becomes Hitchin-small after pullback to the base-change
XL for some finite extension L|K. In fact, one can always take L = K(π1/pn) for n� 0.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.13 because the locus Asm,n ⊆ An is independent of the base
field as soon as the base field is ramified over W (k), but (e′) = δL|Zp becomes more and more
divisible by p as L becomes more ramified. �

5.6. Comparing Sen theories for the two towers. We now clarify the relation between the
Sen operators φN : N → N and φ′ : N ′ → N ′ in the case that V = SX̃(N, θN , φN ) for some
Hitchin-small Higgs–Sen bundle. A priori, these are defined using a “Sen theory” formalism for
two different towers: The first is defined in terms of the Kummer tower K∞ := K(π1/p∞)∧|K, the
second using the cyclotomic tower Kcycl. There is, however, a non-canonical way to compare the
two: For this, we need to extend both operators, φN and φ′, in a C-linear way to N ⊗OXOC and
N ′ ⊗ OXOC . This way, we are able to regard them as C-semilinear endomorphisms of the same
module M . Then we have the following comparison (which is closely related to [21, Thm 7.12]):

Lemma 5.15. We have
φN = eφ′

inside End(M). Furthermore, after choosing K ′ large enough, there exists a (non-canonical) ele-
ment z′ ∈ 1 + e(1− ζp)OC for which w := z′φN/e in End(M) sends N isomorphically onto N ′.

Proof. We first note that since φN/e is stable under extending the base field, we may without loss
of generality replace K by a finite extension. By [2, Lemma 3.6 and Remark 3.8], we can then find
z′ ∈ 1 + e(1− ζp)OC satisfying

(12) χπ[(σ)σ(z′) = χ(σ)z′

for every σ ∈ GK . Let now x ∈ N , then by Lemma 5.7, we have for any σ ∈ GK that

σ(w · x) = (χπ[(σ)σ(z′))φN/e(x) = (χ(σ)z′)φN/e(x) = χ(σ)φN/e(w · x).

It follows from the uniqueness part of Proposition 5.8 that (N ′, φ′) = (w ·N,φN/e) insideM . After
extending OC-linearly, this shows that φ′w = wφN/e. Since w = z′φN/e commutes with φN/e, it
follows that φ′ = φN/e inside End(M). �

In particular, even though the Hitchin fibration was defined in terms of Sen theory for the Kum-
mer tower, we still have the following, which is the reason for the rescaling by e in Definition 5.9.

Corollary 5.16. There is a commutative diagram of groupoids{
Hitchin-small rank n

Higgs–Sen modules on X

} {
v-vector bundles
on X of rank n

}
An(X )

H

Sπ

H̃

5.7. The essential image in the arithmetic case. We are now ready to prove the main result:

Theorem 5.17. Let X be a p-adic smooth formal scheme over OK . The essential image of Sπ is
given by the Hitchin-small v-vector bundles, i.e. we have an equivalence of categories

Sπ :

{
Hitchin-small

Higgs–Sen modules on X

}
∼−→
{

Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles on X

}
.

Proof. That the essential image is contained in the Hitchin-small v-vector bundles follows from
Corollary 5.16. To see the converse, it suffices to work locally on X, and we may therefore assume
that X admits a toric chart. Let V be a Hitchin-small v-vector bundle on X of rank n. Let

(M, θM ) := S−1

X̃OC
(V )

be the associated GK-equivariant Higgs bundle on XC from Lemma 5.5. Let (N ′, φ′) be the Sen
module associated to the GK-module M by Proposition 5.8. Then the assumption that V is
Hitchin-small means by definition that ep(φ′p − φ′) is topologically nilpotent.

With the preparations from this section, we can now implement the strategy of [2, Lemma 4.6]:
By Lemma 5.12, the assumption on V ensures that the series

χπ[(σ)φ
′
∈ EndC(M)
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converges and defines a continuous 1-cocycle χφ
′

π[
: GK → AutC(M). We can use this to define a

new semi-linear GK-action on M given on m ∈M by

σ ∗m := χπ[(σ)−φ
′
· σ(m).

Let now z′ and K ′ be as in Lemma 5.15 and set w := z′φ
′ ∈ AutC(M). Then for any x ∈ N ′ ⊆M

and σ ∈ GK′ ,
σ ∗ (w−1x) = χπ[(σ)−φ

′
(σ(z′)−1χ(σ))φ

′
(x) = w−1(x).

Thus w−1(N ′) ⊆ M is a finite free O(XK′)-submodule of rank n that is fixed by the ∗-action of
GK′ . It follows by Galois descent along the finite étale cover XK′ → X that

N := MGK ,∗,

the GK-invariants under the ∗-action, are still a finite projective O(X )-module of rank n. Hence
the Galois descent of M for the ∗-action along XC → XK is effective, namely M is isomorphic as
a Galois-module to the pullback of N .

Note that the original GK-action on N is given for σ ∈ GK by

σ(x) = χπ[(σ)φ
′
(x).

Since φ′ preserves N ′ and w−1 = z′−φ
′
clearly commutes with φ′, we see that φ′ preserves N .

Finally, since the Tate twist O(1) corresponds to the Sen module (O, 1) by Proposition 5.8, we
see by taking Galois invariants for the ∗-action that the Higgs field θM : M → M ⊗ Ω1

XOC
(−1)

descends to a morphism θN : N → N ⊗ Ω1
X{−1} of Sen modules, where the Sen operator on

N ⊗ Ω1
X{−1} is given by φ′ ⊗ 1 + id.

We can therefore set φN := eφ′ ∈ End(N) to obtain a Higgs–Sen module (N, θN , φN ) on X . We
claim that now Sπ(N, θN , φN ) = V . This follows from Proposition 5.6 because by construction, we
have h∗(N, θN , φN ) = (M, θM ), hence

h∗Sπ(N, θN , φN ) = SX̃OC
(h∗(N, θN , φN )) = SX̃OC

(M, θM ) = h∗V,

and the vertical arrows in the diagram in Proposition 5.6 are clearly fully faithful. �

This finishes the proof of the main result of this subsection. We now give some applications.
Firstly, we deduce that we can describe all v-vector bundles when we allow finite extensions of K:

Corollary 5.18. Let X be a quasi-compact smooth p-adic formal scheme over OK . Let V be a
v-vector bundle on X . Then there is a finite field extension L|K such that for f : XL → XK , we
have f∗V = Sπ(N, θN , φN ) for some Higgs–Sen module (N, θN , φN ) on XL. In fact, we can always
take L = K(π1/pn) for n large enough.

Proof. This follows from combining Theorem 5.17 and Lemma 5.14. �

5.8. Applications. One can use this to prove analogues in the arithmetic setting of some of the
analyticity criteria for v-vector bundles of [14, §7]. For example:

Corollary 5.19. Let X be a smooth p-adic formal scheme over OK and let V be a v-vector bundle
on the rigid generic fibre X . Then the following are equivalent:

(1) V is analytic-locally trivial.
(2) For each point x : Spf(OL)→ X valued in a finite extension of K, the Sen operator asso-

ciated to x∗V is trivial.
(3) For each point x : Spf(OL) → X valued in a finite extension of K, the pullback x∗V is

trivial.

Proof. The implications (1) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (2) are clear. To see (2) ⇒ (1), we can localise on X to
assume that X is affine. Then by Corollary 5.18 we can further pass to a finite extension of K
so that V = Sπ(N, θN , φN ). Then condition (2) means that φN vanishes on points. Since X is
reduced, this shows φN = 0. Due to the relation [φN , θN ] = −E′(π)θN in the sheaf HSX ,π before
[3, Proposition 6.36], this implies that θN = 0. Hence V is analytic-locally trivial. �

As another application, we obtain a generalisation of [2, Thm 1.2], which is the case of X =
Spf(OK), to the case of smooth p-adic formal schemes over OK .

Corollary 5.20. Let X be a quasi-compact smooth p-adic formal scheme over OK . Then there is
an equivalence of categories

2- lim−→
L|K

Bun([XHT
OL /Gal(L|K)],O[ 1

p ])→ Bun(Xv)

where L|K runs through the finite Galois extensions inside a fixed algebraic closure of K.
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Proof. As the fully faithful functor Bun(XHT
OL ,O[ 1

p ]) → Bun(XL,v) from (3) in §2 is completely
canonical and natural in XL, it defines by Galois descent a fully faithful functor

Bun([XHT
OL /Gal(L|K)],O[ 1

p ])→ Bun(Xv).
These functors are compatible as L varies and thus define the desired functor in the 2-colimit. To
see that this is essentially surjective, it suffices by Theorem 5.17 to see that any v-vector bundle
on Xv becomes Hitchin-small after pullback to XL for some L. This follows from Lemma 5.14. �

As a third application, we can answer a question of Min–Wang [21, Remark 7.25]:

Corollary 5.21. For a v-vector bundle V on X , the following are equivalent:
(1) V lies in the essential image of Sπ.
(2) For every point x : Spa(L) → X with values in a finite extension L|K, the Galois repre-

sentation Vx is “nearly Hodge–Tate” in the sense of [11], i.e. the Hodge–Tate–Sen weights
of Vx all lie in Z + δ−1

OL/Zp ·mL.

Proof. Since the Hodge–Tate–Sen weights are by definition the eigenvalues of the cyclotomic Sen
operator, it is clear from Definition 5.9 and Lemma 5.4 that the v-vector bundle Vx on Spa(L) is
Hitchin-small if and only if it is nearly Hodge–Tate. The implication (1) ⇒ (2) thus follows from
functoriality of the arithmetic Hitchin fibration, Lemma 5.13, applied to the morphism x. The
direction (2) ⇒ (1) follows from Theorem 5.17, as being Hitchin small means that H̃(V ) ∈ O(X )n

lies in some open subspace, and this can be checked on points due to functoriality of H̃. �

Appendix A. p-adic Simpson correspondences – a one-page overview

local
p-adic Simpson

small
p-adic Simpson

proper
p-adic Simpson

arithmetic
p-adic Simpson

non-archimedean
base field K|Qp

perfectoid perfectoid algebraically
closed

discretely valued
with perfect
residue field

smooth rigid
space X over K

X is toric
affinoid

X has a smooth3

formal model X
with lift to A2(x)

X is proper X has a smooth3

formal model X

Betti side of
correspondence

Faltings-small
v-vector bundles

Hitchin-small
v-vector bundles v-vector bundles Hitchin-small

v-vector bundles

Dolbeault side of
correspondence

Faltings-small
Higgs bundles

Hitchin-small
Higgs bundles Higgs bundles Hitchin-small

Higgs–Sen bundles

choice of
lifting data toric chart of X A2(x)-lift of

formal model X B2-lift of X

uniformiser π
of OK with
π[ of π along
] : O[C → OC

essential
further choices none none exponential

map for K none

naturality
for given
f : Y → X

morphism of
charts induces

canonical natural
equivalence

canonically
natural with
respect to

twisted pullback

non-canonically
natural

canonically
natural given
compatible π[,
otherwise only
non-canonically

natural

reference for
correspondence
as stated above,
then further

related references

[14, Thm 6.5],
[9, Thm 3]
[1, §II.13]

[29, Thm 13.7]

Thm 3.20,
[9, Thm 5]

[1, Thm III.12.26]
[30, Thm 5.3]
[21, Thm 6.4]
[20, Thm 4.10]

[15, Thm 1.1],
[9, Thm 6]

[13, Thm 1.3]

Thm 5.17,
[29, Thm 15.1]
[18, Thm 2.1]

[21, Thm 3.3, §7]

3More generally, this should work for X of semi-stable reduction, see the references to [9], [1], [20].
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